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Executive Summary
E1.

The Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC) is pleased to provide the Panel with
our written comments on its Review of the Canadian Communications Legislative
Framework, Responding to the New Environment: A Call for Comments.

E2.

PIAC submits the following recommendations to the Panel:
A. Establish a clear statutory Universal Service Obligation with a clarification of
obligation to serve (not the same thing) on each TSP, within their facilities’
footprint, and an obligation on the regulator to subsidize below-cost service,
whether due to geography or other factors, or the means of customers;
B. The CRTC’s statutory obligation to protect the privacy of persons under
section 7(i) of the Telecommunications Act should be incorporated under a
new USO section; there should be an incorporation of this obligation under the
Broadcasting Act;
C. 5G is not so revolutionary that it should require legislative changes that favour
the technology’s deployment beyond the powers currently granted to the
CRTC;
D. Any Chicago-school economic-regulation approach to modifying the
Telecommunications Act, such as that promoted in the 2007 Model Act, should
not be followed in the Panel’s developments of recommendations to the
Government.
i. PIAC therefore opposes and cautions the Panel against any repeal or
substantial amendment of common carriage-based sections of the
Telecommunications Act. Common carriage sections include s. 25, s.
27, s. 29, and s. 31;
E. With respect to forbearance, the present subs. 34(2) should be amended to
remove the word “shall” and replace it with “may”, to confer a discretion upon
the CRTC to refuse forbearance on this ground where the evidence is
ambiguous or likely to change, or otherwise is shown to not necessarily benefit
consumers in all ways;
F. Provided that subs. 27(2) is not amended or removed from the
Telecommunications Act, there is no need for a “net neutrality” section of the
Act and adding such a “belt and suspenders” section would only leave
ambiguity that might be exploited to reduce the protections for consumers that
were won in interpreting subs. 27(2) in proceedings related to “net neutrality.”
i. The Act should not be changed to accommodate or manage 5G
networks or applications, whether to weaken, clarify or remove “net
neutrality”;
G. PIAC believes that section 36 is an adequate legislative tool to protect the
freedom of content on the Internet from unwarranted interference by spying
and scrutiny by carriers or by other parties, and that it should remain in place
unchanged. The history and application of section 36 has set a high bar for
3
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any telecommunications carrier that wishes to interfere with the transmission
of “content” over its network;
H. The Panel should urge the CRTC and the government to fix the costs awards
system with all due haste. If the Panel has any ability to issue interim
conclusions before its final report for urgent recommendations, PIAC requests
that it do so on this issue, for the sake of our survival.
E3.

Finally, PIAC is unable to comment on matters regarding the Radiocommunication
Act or the Broadcasting Act due to extreme resource constraints. We apologize and
request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds of this consultation,
whether orally or in writing.

PIAC: Representing the Public Interest in Telecommunications and
Broadcasting for over 40 Years
1.

The Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC) is pleased to provide the Panel with
our written comments on its Review of the Canadian Communications Legislative
Framework, Responding to the New Environment: A Call for Comments.

2.

PIAC is a national, non-profit organization and registered charity that provides legal
and research services on behalf of consumer interests, and, in particular, vulnerable
consumer interests, concerning the provision of important public services.

3.

PIAC has been active in the field of communications law and policy for over 40
years. We have participated as interveners, applicants and respondents in many
of the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC)
proceedings over these years on behalf of major consumer and public interest
groups as well as on PIAC’s own behalf. We strive to consistently, professionally
and fearlessly promote the public interest before the CRTC, which is the main
regulator in this sector and according to the Acts under review. PIAC also makes
submissions to the now Department of Innovation, Science and Economic
Development (ISED), largely on matters related to spectrum allocation and finally
has also made submissions to the Department of Canadian Heritage in relation to
its responsibility for broadcasting policy and in its role as overseer of the CRTC.

4.

As noted in our cover letter, this submission will generally follow the questions
outlined in Appendix B of the Call for comments but will, where necessary for the
sense,
depart
from
that
structure
at
various
points.
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Telecommunications Act and Radiocommunication Act
5.

PIAC is largely content with the structures of both the Telecommunications Act and
the Radiocommunication Act and the jurisprudence and practice that has grown up
around them. In short, if nothing were to be changed in either Act, that would, in
our opinion, be a positive outcome for consumers and average Canadians – at least
when compared with possible changes made to weaken each Acts’ core legislative
powers.

6.

This is because Canadian telecommunications law generally relies upon strict
control of carriers. The controls are essentially statutory expressions of those tort
duties laid down by the common law on common carriers, namely: the requirement
to serve all customers, equally, 1 and without prejudice; 2 at just and reasonable
rates; taking reasonable care to deliver the items being transmitted. These duties
have been translated into explicit statutory requirements throughout the
Telecommunications Act. This control has largely been eroded in recent years by
the process of forbearance, which can be applied to all of these powers but has
most strikingly been applied to the requirement to provide service at just and
reasonable rates, in the name of trusting “market forces”. Whatever the verdict on
the state of competition in Canadian retail telecommunications services, removal or
crippling of the rate-setting requirement (whether fully or partially forborne or not)
risks destroying any actual control of telecommunications by Parliament through
the bias of these Acts.

7.

All of the Supreme Court of Canada jurisprudence affirming the jurisdiction of the
CRTC, as well to a large extent as the jurisdiction of the federal government (from
a division of powers standpoint) over telecommunications, relies heavily upon the
rate-setting power and, to a lesser extent, powers over interconnection, unjust
discrimination, approval of working agreements and limitations of liability.

8.

In other words, proposals to eliminate or largely remove powers to control these
key telecommunications law duties would cripple both the Telecommunications Act
and the CRTC, which is generally charged with administering the Act rather than
the courts. The reduction or elimination of these key powers would allow provincial
governments to redefine telecommunications as aspects of the sale of goods or
services,3 or even as aspects of the delivery of public health.4 This would invite the
re-balkanization of telecommunications to a pre-1989 world and the concomitant

1

Meaning at the same, or similar for similarly situated customers, rates, usually publicly posted in a tariff notice.
Meaning also with the duty to not “look into the packages” of senders of messages; that is, to not control the
content of the communication being delivered. This is codified in s. 36 of the Telecommunications Act.
3
Note the provincial wireless acts, which PIAC believes are unconstitutional. See Rogers Communications Inc. v.
Châteauguay (City), 2016 SCC 23.
4
Quebec Bill 74, An Act respecting mainly the implementation of certain provisions of the Budget Speech of 26
March 2015, L.Q. 2016, ch.7.
2
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chaos (one, incidentally, that the world of securities regulation cannot seem to
escape). For those that battled to unify telecommunications regulation under the
federal Parliament and the CRTC (including many telecommunications lawyers at
major telecommunications companies) in the 1970s and 1980s, this would be a
bitter and ironic result.
9.

This doomsday scenario may seem far-fetched, however, we note that in the past
there were serious proposals to weaken and remove common carriage-based
powers from the Telecommunications Act,5 and PIAC expects proposals to do this
again from major telecommunications providers (in particular vertically-integrated
ones) as well as content-owners and various parties who view telecommunications
as a convenient “choke-point” for regulation of various areas.

10.

PIAC does, however, have suggestions to improve the Telecommunications Act,
mostly by adding provisions to implement policies where the Act is weak. The major
additions are to ensure universal, affordable access to telecommunications, a
subject we now turn to, to answer the Panel’s initial questions.

1. Universal Access and Deployment
11.

PIAC believes the answer to the below question is a clear statutory Universal
Service Obligation with a clarification of obligation to serve (not the same thing) on
each TSP, within their facilities’ footprints, and an obligation on the regulator to
subsidize below-cost service, whether due to geography or other factors, or the
means of customers. These aggressive steps are essential to achieve the most
important policy goal of telecommunications regulation: Universal Service.

1.1 Are the right legislative tools in place to further the objective of affordable high quality
access for all Canadians, including those in rural, remote and Indigenous communities?
12.

PIAC is of the view that there are two major, related but separate, legislative
lacunae that should be remedied by additions to the Telecommunications Act. First,
Canada should adopt a clear universal service obligation such as that in the United
States (found in 47 USC §254(b) – (d)). Second, Canada should legislatively clarify
and expand the scope of the obligation to serve to all telecommunications service
providers (TSPs) in a regulatory environment that relies upon market competition.

Obligation to Serve

5

H. Intven and M. Dawson, “A Model Act to Implement the Regulatory Recommendations of the
Telecommunications Policy Review Report” (Toronto: McCarthy, Tétrault, 2007). Hereafter referred to as the
“Model Act, 2007”. See also Telecommunications Policy Review Panel – Final Report 2006.
6
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13.

Dealing first with obligation to serve, the Telecommunications Policy Review Panel
Report of 2006 did an admirable job in describing the present state of the law on
obligation to serve, as interpreted by the CRTC over that last (now) 30 years. In
Chapter 6, pages 6-4 to 6-6, the authors succinctly explain that the obligation to
serve was assumed to be in place due to monopoly provision of service in “service
territories” of the ILECs. When competition in local service was authorized in
Telecom Decision 98-7, the CRTC deftly avoided explaining the legal basis for
obligation to serve and concluded that it would not be possible to achieve the subs.
7(b) policy goal (effectively, “accessible” service to all Canadians) where
competition had not taken hold. However, the question of the fate of the obligation
to serve when competition had in facts taken hold was not answered.

14.

In the time since, the CRTC has backed away from imposing the obligation to serve
on any carriers in “competitive” markets (such as local telephone forborne areas),
even going so far as to declare that such an obligation is “eliminated” for ILECs in
those areas. 6 PIAC disagrees with the Commission’s conclusion that it can
“eliminate” the obligation to serve of any major TSP with facilities near to a
customer. We believe that the Telecommunications Act does not clearly provide the
CRTC with authority to extinguish the common law on this matter and that private
law, which would include common carriage law, flows back in7 to the space and
requires all TSPs with facilities near a customer to serve that customer upon
request.

15.

Whatever the law may be, we agree with the central conclusion of the 2006 TPRP
Report on this issue, which stated: “The Panel believes the Telecommunications
Act should be amended to impose a clear obligation for all incumbents to serve,
subject to the availability of network infrastructure. An incumbent should be relieved
of its obligation to serve only with the permission of the regulator.”8

16.

PIAC would, however, based on our view of the law, extend that obligation to all
TSPs with facilities near a prospective customer (that is, the law does not require
service to be built outside any TSP’s “footprint” but if the request is within the service
footprint, the TSP has no legal ability to refuse service to a customer wishing service
from that TSP). Further, all or any TSP would have to apply to the CRTC to avoid
an obligation to serve in this situation for any reason.

17.

There are excellent policy reasons why this obligation should be clarified and
extended. Most notably, there is a risk of uncontested customers in competitive
markets. That is, there are customers that, due to the economics of competition,
likely will be shunned by all carriers as not being profitable enough.

6

See: Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-291, Obligation to serve and other matters (3 May 2011).
See, for example, Morin c. Bell Canada, 2012 QCCS 4191 and Bell Canada c. Aka-Trudel, 2018 QCCA 829.
8
Telecommunications Policy Review Panel – Final Report 2006, at p. 6-6.
7
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18.

This was the reason for the Commission’s creation of the “stand-alone PES”
requirement in Telecom Decision 2006-15 (as am.). The Commission accepted
arguments from a consumer Coalition led by PIAC that argued there would be
customers (in this case, largely older customers with “basic” local exchange service
and no calling features or long-distance plans and no other services such as dialup Internet (at that time)) who would not be pursued by any carriers and who would
be potentially refused service, or, only offered services that greatly exceeded their
needs and were priced well beyond their means.

Universal Service Obligation (NOT “Objective”)
19.

We turn now from the largely legally-required obligation to serve to the largely
policy-driven concept of universal service. Universal service is a policy of
connecting all citizens of a nation to the telecommunications network to provide
them the economic and social benefits of a networked society. Many nations have
codified the policy in their legislation.

20.

Canada has never had a legislatively-mandated obligation to serve. There have
been other informal policies and programs, followed in ad hoc manners by various
iterations of the telecommunications regulator with occasional exhortations from the
federal government to do something about connecting Canadians to the network;
however, no explicit legal basis presently exists for this policy. This must change.

21.

Subsection 7(b) of the Telecommunications Act is often loosely cited as a universal
service “obligation” but it is in fact only a policy objective, only one of many, and
arguably not the only source of the “obligation” even within the section.

22.

As outlined in PIAC’s “No Consumer Left Behind II” Report, 9 the CRTC has, in the
last 30 years, attempted to address the social and economic goal of universal
service, despite a lack of a true legislative “toolkit” by pursuing a “basic service
objective”.10

23.

As the term implies, such an objective is not an obligation. The CRTC dutifully
reports on the failure, each year, of TSPs to meet the objective, or, rather, reports
on progress towards this moving horizon, together with a very generous definition
of the objective. The CRTC now has defined the basic service objective not as
actually connecting citizens but of making service (affordable or not, at functional
quality, or not) “available” to Canadians.

9

J. Bishop and A. Lau, “No Consumer Left Behind Part II: Is There A Communications Affordability Problem in
Canada?” (PIAC: July 2016) at pp. 11-13. Online: http://www.piac.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/PIAC_NoConsumer-Left-Behind-Part-II-Website-Version.pdf
10
Recently revised in TRP 2016-496 to include high speed Internet service at 50 Mbps download, 10 Mbps upload.
8
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24.

This relative subjection of, and regulatory disregard of (arguably due to the
legislative wording), what almost every other nation on earth regards as the
fundamental goal of telecommunications regulation is frankly worse than
embarrassing; Canadian universal service policy holds back the nation.

25.

Without a clear statutory universal service obligation, the regulator and the
government are permitted to allow this key policy goal to drift, and with it,
predictable problems arise. We deal with the two major ones, affordability and the
digital divide, below.

Affordability
26.

PIAC authored two research reports on telecommunications affordability in Canada.
In the first, we attempted to define “affordability” and to create an analytical
framework for regulators to use if they wished to make affordability an explicit goal
of universal service. 11 In the second, PIAC demonstrated that there is an
affordability problem for lower-income Canadians with respect to broadband
Internet service and to some extent, wireline telephone service (in the wake of price
deregulation).12

27.

PIAC believes that a similar situation now exists in relation to wireless customers
from the lower income brackets. The present rate of cellphone penetration in the
lowest income quintile of Canadians is only 68%; for those in the upper income
quintiles it is almost 100%. This difference is largely due to affordability.13

28.

The recent “data only plans” CRTC proceeding highlighted the lack of affordable
low-use low cost cellphone post-paid plans in Canada. The CRTC acknowledged
in this decision that: “there is more to be done to further improve competition,
reduce barriers to entry, and address any concerns about affordability and service
adoption in the mobile wireless service market. For example, the fact that there was
such a gap in the market in the first place and that lower-cost data-only plans would
be widely available to Canadians only as a result of this proceeding, may be telling
with regard to whether the present state of competition in the mobile wireless
service market is meeting the needs of Canadians.”14

11

J. Lawford and A. Lau, “No Consumer Left Behind: A Canadian Affordability Framework for Communications
Services in a Digital Age” (PIAC: January 2015). Online: http://www.piac.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/PIACNo-Consumer-Left-Behind-Final-Report-English.pdf
12
J. Bishop and A. Lau, “No Consumer Left Behind Part II: Is There A Communications Affordability Problem in
Canada?” (PIAC: July 2016). Online: http://www.piac.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/PIAC_No-Consumer-LeftBehind-Part-II-Website-Version.pdf at pp. 11-14.
13
Ibid.
14
See Telecom Decision CRTC 2018-475, Lower-cost data-only plans for mobile wireless services (17 December
2018), at paras. 48-49.
9
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29.

Wireless carriers are now making pay as you go (“prepaid”) cellphone plans
purposely, 15 in our view, economically unattractive in hopes of migrating even
lower-income Canadians to postpaid plans; however, for many this simply means
no service, as they abandon cellphone service. It is appropriate to consider
cellphone service in relation to the traditional wireline obligation to serve as the
CRTC has, in their wisdom, decreed that cellphone service is a functional
equivalent to wired service for voice and data for the purposes of the basic service
objective as revised in 2016,16 and the forbearance test.17

30.

The government’s recent “Connecting Families” program appears to suggest that
an affordable rate for this level of Internet service should be $10 month.18 This rate
obviously does not exist in the market anywhere in Canada; hence the need to
strong-arm ISPs into offering this service at a loss.19 PIAC views this program as
doomed to failure due to ISPs being required to service each customer at a loss –
thereby incentivizing them not to enroll customers and inviting gaming to avoid
being the carrier serving the customer. The program also relies upon political
pressure from the government that can be difficult to maintain when the government
requires political capital to be expended elsewhere in the industry (such as for a
spectrum auction set-aside policy).

31.

Yet Canadians appear willing to pay, through their telecommunications bills, a small
levy to support affordable, universal access to telecommunications for all
Canadians.

32.

PIAC contracted Environics to survey Canadians as part of its submissions in the
proceeding leading to Telecom Decision 2016-496.

33.

Nearly 70% strongly agreed and over 20% somewhat agreed with the statement
that: “All Canadians should have access to either cell phone cell phone or landline
telephone service no matter where they live in Canada”.

15

See PIAC, CRTC Part 1 Application, “Application for retention of prepaid balances for Rogers Wireless
customers” (8 February 2018). Online: https://services.crtc.gc.ca/pub/TransferToWeb/2018/8620-P8-201800756.zip
16
See Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2016-496, Modern telecommunications services – The path forward for
Canada’s digital economy (21 December 2016).
17
See Telecom Decision CRTC 2006-15, as am.
18
See Government of Canada, “Connecting Families” From: Innovation, Science and Economic Development
Canada. Online: https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/111.nsf/eng/home and see “FAQ: Connecting Families”. Online:
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/111.nsf/eng/h_00002.html See also sign-up system at: https://www.connectingfamilies.ca
19
Note that participating service providers (note that the program is strictly speaking voluntary) only include larger
ILECs and cablecos who can cross-subsidize this service with revenues from other customers (“Participating
Internet Service Providers” Online: https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/111.nsf/eng/00003.html ); smaller providers such
as Eastlink and Teksavvy and they have stated they are not participating for the reason that they cannot afford to
lose money on each C.F. customer.
10
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34.

Nearly 50% strongly agreed and nearly 40% somewhat agreed with the statement
that: “All Canadians should have access to broadband home Internet service no
matter where they live in Canada”.

35.

When asked if they would support paying for such affordable, universal access to
telephone and home Internet service through their Internet and home phone bills,
about 1 in 2 Canadians believed that telecommunications subscribers should
contribute to the fund.

36.

The majority of respondents to the Environics survey indicated a willingness to pay
some surcharge on their monthly telecommunications bills in order to ensure
access and affordability of telephone and broadband home Internet service at
home. The mean and median monthly amounts survey respondents were willing to
pay are set out below.

All respondents
Canadians have access to telephone service no
matter where they live in Canada
Low-income Canadians can afford basic home
phone service
Canadians have access to broadband home
Internet service no matter where they live in
Canada
Low-income Canadians can afford broadband
home Internet service

Mean

Median

$3.10

$1.00

$2.74

$1.00

$2.55

$0.50

$2.32

$0.50

Figure 2. How much are Canadians willing to pay to support other Canadians’ telecom access?20

37.

PIAC’s expert in the Basic Service hearing estimated an affordability subsidy for
broadband Internet for two separate cohorts of low-income Canadians (the
“baseline” and “ambitious” versions) would require, above the then $0.37 going to
the present National Contribution Fund (NCF), an additional $0.72 (basic) or $1.72
(ambitious) a month per subscriber.

38.

The CRTC declined to create an affordability subsidy of any kind in Telecom
Decision 2016-496, declaring such an affordability aspect of the basic service
obligation to effectively be anyone’s problem but the CRTC’s – and not even in the
Decision itself, but in a frankly cowardly submission to the government. In CRTC
Submission to the Government of Canada’s Innovation Agenda,21 due the same
day as the Decision was rendered, the CRTC stated:

20

Environics survey filed with AAC Intervention in Telecom Notice of Consultation 2015-134.
See CRTC, “CRTC Submission to the Government of Canada’s Innovation Agenda” (21 December 2016), at
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/rp161221/rp161221.htm
21
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The CRTC considers that, in light of its necessity to participation in so
many aspects of life, broadband access should be considered more
holistically as part of the social safety net for vulnerable Canadians. The
development of initiatives related to the affordability of broadband Internet
access service for Canadians is of considerable concern and will require
concerted efforts from a variety of stakeholders.
39.

Despite PIAC’s application to Review and Vary this decision, the CRTC has refused
to re-consider the subsidy and is instead proceeding only with its broadband build
subsidy while removing the remaining NCF subsidy in ongoing proceedings.

40.

PIAC believes the CRTC has abdicated its responsibility to ensure affordable
universal access to broadband in Canada. However, in fairness, the legislation has
no clear USO with this requirement. This is why we now demand it.

Digital Divide
41.

This situation is exacerbated for Canadians living in rural and remote areas of
Canada, where service costs for wireline and wireless telephone and Internet are
considerably higher.

42.

This lack of concern and more importantly, the lack of subsidy to support affordable
telephone and Internet service has the predictable result of a digital divide along
rich-poor;22 urban-rural23 and other lines.

43.

In the past, the Commission has placed a fig-leaf of sorts on this problem in relation
to basic telephone service with the National Contribution Regime (subsidy) best
expressed in Telecom Decision 2000-745. Unfortunately, the CRTC presently
seems minded to remove the telephone subsidy with no replacement subsidy to
keep telephone rates low and no Internet affordability subsidy,24 only a build-out
subsidy that may be creating tantalizing, yet unaffordable, access for many
Canadians in rural and remote areas. This disaster is headed down the tracks at
Canadian society: this Panel much see it and prepare a way to shunt it off.

22

See CRTC, 2018 Communications Monitoring Report, Communications Services in Canadian Households:
Subscriptions and Expenditures 2012-2016, at p. 10: “The vast majority of high-income households subscribed to
Internet services in 2016, compared to less than two thirds of the lowest-income households. Internet use from home
in the first income quintile is 22.2 percentage points lower than the overall average of 87.4% and 17.5 percentage
points lower than in the second income quintile.”
23
See CRTC, 2018 Communications Monitoring Report, Communications Services in Canadian Households:
Subscriptions and Expenditures 2012-2016, at p. 16, Infographic 1.6, “Average monthly expenditures by location urban centres vs. rural communities”.
24
See Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2018-214.
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Writing a USO (universal service obligation) into the Telecommunications Act
44.

The legislative method for avoiding embedding this inequality and inefficiency into
society is a universal service obligation (USO). PIAC believes that Canada could
do worse than to simply copy, almost to a word, several of the key U.S. Universal
Service Obligation sections in the U.S. Communications Act, 1934, as am., found
at 47 USC §254(b) – (d).

45.

PIAC notes that the U.S. USO obligation is defined as “an evolving level of
telecommunications services … taking into account advances in
telecommunications and information technologies and services” (47 USC
§254(c)(1)) and in subsections (a-d) provides criteria to help define if services
should be considered as part of the USO.

46.

The USO’s service content is referred to the “Joint Board” of state and federal
regulators, as well as the FCC, to update the service level. For a mechanism in
Canada, the USO services definition could be made in consultation with provincial
and municipal governments in a similar joint Board to be created; or, could be
carried out by the CRTC alone.

47.

Note that there are three subsections in s. 7 of the Telecommunications Act which
deal with universal service, namely: subss. 7(a), (b), (h). All three of these describe
principles of universal service; this fact is made clear by comparison to 47 USC
§254(b).

48.

In effect, therefore, three principles of what universal service should accomplish
have “done battle” with the other, largely conflicting, policy objectives in the Act
since 1993. A frequent complaint of carriers and regulators and even consumer
advocates is that it is hard to balance these goals and that therefore CRTC
decisions based on them are hard to predict.

49.

It therefore makes eminent sense to remove these three policy goals from s. 7 and
to place them where they should actually be, that is, as principles of a Canadian
USO.

50.

The new USO provision also should require, not permit, that the CRTC order all
TSPs to subsidize this service level in areas where it is above cost and likely to
remain so, in order to achieve universal service. The subsidized areas will usually
be rural and remote.

51.

The USO provision also should require that the USO be satisfied for low-income
persons by requiring, not permitting, the CRTC to create a low-income subsidy for
this service level where these persons cannot afford service. “Afford” in this context
means that low-income persons (persons with income below the LICO-AT) should
13
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not be required to spend more than 4-6% of household income on the mandated
telecommunications service level.25
52.

The U.S. USO has been hobbled by the requirement of support by only interstate
carriers; Canada should not make this mistake of requiring only “ILECs” or “major
carriers” to have to contribute to a USO. This is in line with our conception that all
TSPs bear an obligation to serve and spread the load as equitably as possible;
indeed, the Commission has largely accepted this method for the broadband buildout subsidy stemming from Telecom Decision 2018-496.

53.

The Panel will no doubt be concerned that such subsidies may not be supported by
the general population of subscribers. However, in the public opinion survey
evidence discussed above, 49% of Canadians were willing to pay up to $0.50 per
telecommunications subscription to support an affordability subsidy for home
broadband for lower-income Canadians.

54.

Finally, we would add the “contribut[ion] to the protection of privacy”, that is, the
policy objective found in subs. 7(i), to the principles of the USO as a new principle
(not found in the U.S. USO). Having a networked society that is not a surveillance
society should be a major consumer and individual user protective principle. It also
complements Canada’s private-sector privacy legislation, PIPEDA.

1.2 Given the importance of passive infrastructure for network deployment and the
expected growth of 5G wireless, are the right provisions in place for governance of these
assets?
55.

The described benefits of 5G appear to focus on passive communications required
to enable driverless cars and smart-city technology. Apart from the ambient
increase in citizen-welfare that these innovations may bring, there is little to
commend a massive investment in this technology for the average mobile wireless
user beyond speed improvements for streaming services and background
functions. In this, 5G appears no more important than 4G was to 3G.

56.

It is PIAC’s view that 5G is certainly not so revolutionary that it should require
legislative changes that favour the technology’s deployment beyond the powers
currently granted to the CRTC. We caution here that the Panel not fall into
technological determinism arguments 26 being pushed hard by the major

25

See PIAC, J. Bishop and A. Lau, “No Consumer Left Behind Part II: Is There A Communications
Affordability Problem in Canada?” (PIAC: July 2016). Online: http://www.piac.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2016/09/PIAC_No-Consumer-Left-Behind-Part-II-Website-Version.pdf at page IV.
26
See Robert E. Babe, “Control of Telephones: The Canadian Experience” Canadian Journal of Communication,
Vol. 13, No. 2, at p. 16: “In popular literature on new media (Toffler, 1981; Naisbitt, 1984). in academic literature
on the Information Revolution (Bell, 1979; Porat, 1978; Irwin, 1984). And most significantly in policy documents
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telecommunications companies in Canada at conferences and in lobbying (and,
apparently, in convincing the CRTC Chair to lobby for this vision, as well).27
57.

Instead of loosening unjust discrimination and “net neutrality” principles and present
regulatory frameworks, PIAC instead identifies two potential consumer protection
gaps with 5G network deployment. Firstly, there need to be provisions in place to
ensure that rural areas will receive the same or even similar coverage as urban
areas. Secondly, caution should be exercised when considering granting the CRTC
jurisdiction over hydro poles and other passive infrastructure. PIAC will elaborate
on both of these issues below.

58.

There has been a lot of discussion and speculation about the benefits and new
capabilities 5G technology will be able to deliver.28 5G is estimated to have data
transmission speeds that are nearly 20 times faster than current 4G-LTE
connections which will allow for exponentially faster download speeds and the
ability for networks to carry Internet of Things technologies and various other
applications. It has been estimated that 5G will bring a total economic impact
ranging between $14 billion to $26 billion depending on external economic
influencers.29 PIAC recognizes that there is some value behind these predictions,
however, there are several concerning implications which accompany the
encouraging and facilitating of telcos to build out 5G infrastructure.

59.

PIAC’s main concern is ensuring that all Canadians, including those in rural
communities, have access to reliable connectivity with double-digit Mbps speeds
before companies begin building 5G infrastructure. There have been some
predictions which explain that 5G improvements are possible in rural areas with
midband spectrum, which is a lower frequency with a longer range. These
improvements are done through massive Multiple Input Multiple Output [mMIMO]
antennas, which work with midband spectrum and have results similar to the
3.5GHz band.30 While the access would still be slower than those using 5G on a
higher frequency, it can still improve connectivity and speed in rural areas.

from the Government of Canada, a recurring theme is evident: technological imperative, the doctrine maintaining
that technology's march is largely inevitable, autonomous, foreordained (Winner, 1977).”
27
Denis Carmel, “Altering the Acts: The CRTC's wants and needs” CARTT, 30 October 2018. Online (subscription
required): https://cartt.ca/article/altering-acts-crtcs-wants-and-needs . See also: Christopher Guly, “IIC 2018: 5G not
necessarily a win for Canadians, says consumer advocate” CARTT, 4 November 2018. Online (subscription
required): https://cartt.ca/article/iic-2018-5g-not-necessarily-win-canadians-says-consumer-advocate
28
See Timothy Denton, “Ian Scott is right about 5G”. Online:
http://www.tmdenton.com/index.php/easyblog/entry/ian-scott-is-right-about-5g (31 October 2018).
29
“5G: Jumpstart our Digital Future,” ICTC-CTIC, online: <https://www.ictc-ctic.ca/jumpstarting-digital-futureimpact-5g-canadian-jobs-economic-growth/>.
30
“Huawei enables Bell Canada's Wireless to the Home (WTTH) trials that put Canadian rural customers on the
path to 5G,” online: <https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/huawei-enables-bell-canadas-wireless-to-the-homewtth-trials-that-put-canadian-rural-customers-on-the-path-to-5g-675262803.html>.
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60.

The 600 MHz spectrum auction scheduled for March 2019 is soon approaching.
John Knubley, Canada’s Deputy Minister, Innovation, Science and Economic
Development Canada recently addressed complaints about a digital divide being
caused by deployment of 5G technology. He stated that ISED is confident the
spectrum will be capable of providing expanded rural coverage as the government
has set aside 40% of the spectrum specifically for regional service providers. In
conjunction with the auction, the government has also put stringent deployment
requirements in place to ensure the spectrum is used across the country.31

61.

ISED’s spectrum requirements and mMIMO technology create the illusion or
possibility that facilitating 5G deployment could even be beneficial for rural
connectivity. While these factors may help with rural broadband connectivity, PIAC
stresses that there need to be actual incentives and requirements in place to ensure
rural broadband connectivity is a priority. If the needs of rural communities are not
met, it could further a digital divide between Canadians and leave many without
access to adequate Internet services or Internet services in general.

62.

Secondly, 5G technology requires access to passive infrastructure. Current
telecommunications infrastructure involves few large or macro cells transmitting low
frequency waves over long distances. 5G technology uses small cells which will be
densely distributed within cities to transmit high frequency waves over short
distances.32 The construction of small cell towers will be necessary to deploy 5G
technology. CRTC Chairman Ian Scott has expressed the CRTC’s desire to have
jurisdiction over support structures that would host these small cell towers, stating,
“To install these small cells, a number of issues, such as rights of way, poles and
ducts, will need to be resolved. These are tricky issues that cut across municipal
and provincial jurisdictions as well as private interests.”33

63.

PIAC has concerns with broader telco access to infrastructure. Telcos currently pay
hydro utilities to use their poles to attach fibre and copper wires and the revenue
generated goes toward paying for the revenue requirement for regulated entities for
electricity delivered to hydro customers. If telcos are given cheaper access to hydro
poles, Canadians could see a rise in both hydro rates (at the provincial level) and
to the cost of (now 5G) wireless services. PIAC believes that a federal-provincial
ministerial meeting or joint task force is necessary to first examine the jurisdictional
issues and costs of such a move before any decisions are made about broadening
the CRTC’s powers with respect to jurisdiction over passive infrastructure.

31

“ISED, CRTC, answer Auditor General's rural broadband complaints,” Cartt, December 2018, online:
<https://cartt.ca/article/ised-crtc-answer-auditor-generals-rural-broadband-complaints>
32
“5G: Jumpstart our Digital Future,” ICTC-CTIC, online: <https://www.ictc-ctic.ca/jumpstarting-digital-futureimpact-5g-canadian-jobs-economic-growth/>.
33
“Altering the Acts: The CRTC's wants and needs,” Cartt, online: <https://cartt.ca/article/altering-acts-crtcs-wantsand-needs>
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64.

There is a delicate balance of municipal street and other land use control and
telecommunications infrastructure. These have been matters of dispute since at
least 1905, requiring major judicial decisions to draw a very fine line for these
matters. Shifting the legislative authority greatly towards the CRTC in the name of
the federal government to site 5G receivers and antennae as well as other network
elements may be a desired outcome of the industry in order to save deployment
costs. However, such a shift would inevitably invite many, many years of serious
jurisdictional and constitutional litigation with the provinces. In PIAC’s view, a
serious negotiation amongst the various government levels and regulators should
be convened rather than attempting to force such a change down the throats of
provincial and municipal authorities via amendments to communications legislation.

65.

If the benefits of 5G connectivity are marginal to the average retail wireless user
but greatly benefit enterprise or private data network services delivered on the same
infrastructure, there is a risk of high pricing to retail customers to build services for
private corporate network clients and for cities wishing to become “smart cities.”

66.

Also, see our comments about 5G and Network Slicing in the Net Neutrality section,
below.

2. Competition, Innovation, and Affordability
67.

PIAC is unimpressed with the push to “innovation” – we believe it is running cover
for technological determinism and a lack of deep policy development.
Technological determinism harms consumers because arguments about
harnessing technological change in order to better consumers’ lives or corralling
such change in order to ensure that it does not lead to perpetual, large price
increases for consumer communications, is assumed to be somehow impossible or
inappropriate. “Innovation” in our view will happen anyways, whether pushed by
government as a policy or not (perhaps aided slightly by R&D money) and is often
used to cover up increased deregulation. With those cautions in mind, we turn to
the other problems mentioned in this question with regulation in the name of
competition and its effect, generally, of undermining affordability.

2.1 Are legislative changes warranted to better promote competition, innovation, and
affordability?
68.

PIAC’s first point here is a defensive one: we vehemently oppose any Chicagoschool economic-regulation approach to modifying the Telecommunications Act,
such as that promoted in the Model Act, 2007.

69.

We therefore oppose and caution the Panel against repeal or substantial
amendment of common carriage-based sections of the Telecommunications Act.
Common carriage sections include s. 25, s. 27, s. 29, and s. 31. Similarly, changes
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to common carriage-complementing powers such as conditions of service (s. 24),
provision of information (s. 37) or, especially interconnection (s. 40) should not be
touched. These sections have underpinned all recent consumer-friendly decisions
at the CRTC, such as, most recently, the triumph of net neutrality, the defeat of
zero-rating and “FairPlay” and all of the Wireless Code and CCTS.
70.

However, there have been a number of regulatory changes that have weakened,
severely, consumer protection and universal service goals in the name of traditional
economics-based conception of “competition”-promoting regulation.

71.

These changes have been favoured by both the government (to varying degrees at
varying times), unsurprisingly promulgated and supported by the major regulated
carriers, and most clearly and destructively by the CRTC.

72.

There are three sources of this destructive over-reliance on the traditional
conception of “market forces” and its unproven ability to substitute for traditional
common carriage-based telecommunications regulation: the first, virtually unknown
but corrupted and corrupting: the Federal Government’s 1987 “A Policy Framework
for Telecommunications in Canada”; second, the insidious, unchecked and
overused “forbearance” power (s. 34 of the Telecommunications Act); and, thirdly,
the subsequent corrosive and blatantly misguided “Policy Direction” of 2006.

The 1987 Telecommunications Policy Framework – Who Knew?
73.

Much like a bad Dan Brown plot: there was a document, somehow, in plain sight,
but unknown even to experts. No one but a small coterie of public servants knew
of it or what it really meant. Yet it allowed – unbeknownst to consumers – the
telecom giants, behind their gilded gates, to enjoy their gains. This is the Federal
Government’s 1987 “A Policy Framework for Telecommunications in Canada”.

74.

This document is virtually unknown in telecommunications policy circles. However,
it is the federal government’s last comprehensive statement of telecommunications
policy in Canada. PIAC only discovered its existence and import of this document
in the last 2 weeks – gaining access to a copy from only one of 3 libraries in Canada
– (it is not online) in the last three days. As a public service, we reproduce the
entire policy, in both languages, in our appendix. It is in the public interest that this
key, foundational document be made public on the Internet.

75.

Yet this document explains one of the key underpinnings of the push to have
“facilities-based competition” as the ideal form of telecommunications and the
concomitant regulatory rules designed to suppress all but such facilities-based
competition.

76.

At page 7, all is revealed:
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“The second goal, that of maintaining an effective and efficient network
infrastructure, can best be achieved through policies which acknowledge the role
and status of Canada's existing telecommunications carriers and which respect
the principal economic characteristics of the telecommunications carriage
industry. In the latter regard, the heavy investment costs and high transmission
capacity of modern telecommunications systems, although essential for
economic development, constitute a significant expenditure burden for national
economies. In all countries except the United States, this fact has lead [sic] to a
concern regarding possible over investment in telecommunications network
capacity and has prompted many governments to take steps to ensure that their
domestic carrier networks can operate at maximum efficiency by achieving the
greatest possible economies of scale and scope, consistent with the competitive
supply of services and customer equipment. In view of these international
initiatives, the government considers it appropriate to establish a framework for
policy and legislation which will:
-

-

permit the designation and authorization of national and international
facility-based carriers, but limit new entry to the existing facility-based
carriers for the time being;
facilitate the efficient use of the network infrastructures of existing
facility-based carriers by ensuring the carriage of Canadian
telecommunications traffic on Canadian network facilities and by
requiring the interconnection of networks and services on a nationwide basis for authorized services; and
provide for corporate ownership arrangements which will ensure
Canadian control of network planning and development.”

77.

So the federal government purposely restricted foreign entry, protected incumbents
and encouraged monopoly profits to make the industry more industrially-efficient
(read, monopolistic) at a national level (avoiding “over investment”) – largely to
benefit business users of telecommunications – and, in return, asked that
affordable, universal telephone service be maintained,34 in a “monopoly” fashion
(which, at the time, meant strict price regulation),35 for retail users.

78.

What has happened, of course, is that the CRTC and government rigorously
pursued the policy of Canadian ownership and control and ILEC favouritism – and
in particular the facilities-based policy – but failed to require the quid pro quo to
Canadian consumers of affordable, price-regulated retail service.

34

1987 Policy, at p. 4, lists 6 principles to guide telecommunications policy in Canada. Number 2 is: “Canadians
must continue to have universal access to basic telephone service at affordable prices.”
35
1987 Policy, at p. 8: “More efficient utilization of these facilities by all users will contribute to maintaining the
affordability of local telephone service, which, as in all other countries, will continue to be provided on a monopoly
basis.”
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79.

This occurred by having the 1993 Telecommunications Act create the “Canadian
carrier” definition and including the s. 34 forbearance power all without embedding
a true universal service obligation (rather, these ideas were embodied in the policy
objectives in s.7 (really only principles underlying a true USO) that were not even
elevated above others about competition (see above)).

80.

The “facilities-based” favouritism has been repeated ad nauseum by the CRTC to
effectively crush any non-facilities-based competition (competitors cannot duplicate
ILEC facilities and rights of way granted over nearly 100 years of effective monopoly
service provision, so there is no real way to compete on this favoured basis) ever
since and to this very day.

81.

The fact that this federal government policy is virtually unknown and dates from
1987, well prior to the Internet, is reason enough for an update. More importantly,
it is still affecting and infecting the regulatory approach of the Commission and is in
direct conflict with the rhetoric of increased competition. By definition, competition
cannot come from non-duplicable legacy network facilities and legal structures such
as rights of way, municipal agreements and other franchises. Yet that is what the
Commission continues to insist upon from competitors. It is utter madness. The
facilities-based policy bias must be eliminated.

82.

We call on the Panel to recommend that “A Policy Framework for
Telecommunications in Canada, Department of Communications, 22 July 1987” be
disavowed by the Government of Canada and replaced, as soon as possible
thereafter, with a revised, comprehensive policy (updated at least every 10 years)
that does not distinguish between facilities and non-facilities based
telecommunications service providers. Whether the government wishes to keep
Canadian ownership requirements for sovereignty or labour market reasons should
be part of the debate on a new Policy. However, we note that retaining these
restrictions does not necessarily conflict with a more permissive competitive
environment and the potential of such competitors to deliver the true benefits of
competition to Canadians without foreign ownership or investment.

The 2006 Policy Direction
83.

The 2006 “Direction to the CRTC on Implementing the Canadian
Telecommunications Policy Objectives” P.C. 2006-1534, SOR/2006-355 (the
“Policy Direction”) should be revoked. Its time has passed.

84.

PIAC understands that part of the intent of the Policy Direction may have been to
“level the playing field” between the regulation of ILECs and large cablecos. If so,
it was probably unnecessary from the beginning but now it has easily achieved its
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purpose. We also think it was written far too widely and ideologically to continue in
its present form or to exist at all.
85.

The Policy Direction represents the height of economic fantasy “regulation” of the
industry. Its purpose is facially to greatly restrict or effectively remove authority of
the CRTC to regulate in areas that are not forborne, despite the lack of a finding of
regulatory forbearance, in the name of pure faith in the “market”. The wording can
be read in no other reasonable fashion. The Policy Direction also duplicates the
policy objective in s. 7(f) of the Act and is, on that score, redundant.

86.

If for no other reason, in relation to consumer retail markets, the Policy Direction
shows its ignorance of the insights of behavioural economics. That is, due to human
heuristics and biases,36 consumers employ subconscious shortcuts in the complex
telecommunications markets37 that carriers exploit to avoid consumer choice on
“rational” economic grounds.38 This means that blind reliance on “market forces”
actually can lead away from achievement of the policy objectives in s. 7 (in
particular, subss. 7(a), (b) and (h).

87.

The Policy Direction, by directing the CRTC to use classical economic assumptions
(expected utility theory) instead of the latest behavioural economic learning
(prospect theory), impedes sensible regulation and much consumer protection
regulation.

88.

Further, the implementation of the equitable application of “non-economic” (that is,
“social” regulation under the Policy Direction, s. 1(a)(iii), while laudable in theory,
can burden smaller TSPs with regulatory requirements when in fact they have few
consumer complaints on issues that overwhelmingly affect large providers.39 While
fiddling with the Policy Direction to remove such provisions may help it, its overall
premise is flawed, its time, if it ever had one, has long since passed, and the Panel
should recommend its immediate revocation.

Forbearance
89.

We turn now to the CRTC’s forbearance power in s. 34 of the Telecommunications
Act. PIAC is tired of forbearance.

36

See Tversky, Amos and Kahneman, Daniel, Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases (1974), Science,
Vol. 185. See also Kahneman, Daniel and Tversky, Amos, Choices, Values and Frames (1984), American
Psychologist, Vol. 34. Both reproduced as appendices in Kahneman, Daniel, Thinking Fast and Slow (Toronto:
Anchor Canada, 2013) ISBN: 978-0-385-67653-3.
37
See Adi Ayal, Harmful Freedom of Choice: Lessons from the Cellphone Market , 74 Law and Contemporary
Problems 91-132 (Spring 2011). Available at: https://scholarship.law.duke.edu/lcp/vol74/iss2/6
38
See Kahneman, Daniel and Tversky, Amos, Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision Under Risk (1979).
Econometrica, Vol. 47, Issue 2, p. 263 1979. Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1505880
39
See the Record in Telecom Notice of Consultation 2018-246, Report regarding the retail sales practices of
Canada’s large telecommunications carriers (16 July 2018). Available online at:
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90.

Since the addition of the forbearance power in 1993, the CRTC has moved too
swiftly and on questionable grounds to as much forbearance as possible and far
too quickly.

91.

The addition of the forbearance power, and its immediate exercise, beginning with
Telecom Decision 94-19, only shortly after the passing of the 1993 Act, was a
betrayal of the commitment in the 1987 Policy Framework to protect consumers of
retail telephone service by continuing monopoly regulation that would ensure
affordable universal service.

92.

The next betrayal was made by the Fed government in 2006. In this case, the
CRTC, in Telecom Decision 2006-15, 40 decided that ILECs should remain
regulated until they had lost a significant market share to competitors for local
phone service.

93.

The Governor in Council reviewed and varied the decision, actually writing a
“competitor presence” test into the decision that required only, for residential
forbearance, one facilities-based competitor and another competitor (which could
be only wireless) to cover 75% of a local exchange. The result was to grant
forbearance to the ILECs before any meaningful competition developed and the
local phone service market in all urban markets was deregulated as to price within
about a year to 2 years.

94.

This head start produced increased revenue for ILECs with no meaningful
competitive developments in many exchanges. This head start has allowed ILECs
to leverage their lead in home phone to offer wireline internet and IP-based
television services in the following years. Many exchanges have effectively only
one monopoly provider for much of the exchange despite notional competition from
the weak “competitor presence” test.

95.

We are still feeling the effects. Meanwhile, the wireless and retail Internet markets
were forborne so early as to be effectively always forborne. No re-evaluation of the
forbearance in these markets ever has been undertaken despite now sky-high
market shares and findings of market power in these markets.

96.

PIAC believes, therefore, that the forbearance power should be amended to require
a regular periodic inquiry by CRTC to justify its continuance and update the
rationale for it. Especially as this is supposed to be based on findings of fact, which
go out of date and, also, when the claim is that consumers are “protected” (s. 34(2))
by competition. In our view, competition predictably fails consumers in a regular

40

See Telecom Decision CRTC 2006-15, Forbearance from the regulation of retail local exchange services (6 April
2006), at paras.
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fashion due to behavioural economics factors and companies’ exploitation of them
in industries like telecom with high barriers to entry (including Canadian ownership
and control), economies of scope and scale, lax anti-trust (Competition Act)
enforcement and high market concentrations as a result of the continuing effects of
incumbency (former monopoly or quasi-monopoly) and the facilities-based policy
bias described above. The CRTC has not recognized this new scholarship and
continues to rely on dated economic models from Chicago-school theories that
were cool in 1994 for decision 94-19 but are seriously out of touch now.
97.

PIAC also is disturbed by the structure of the not one, but two routes to forbearance
in s. 34 of the Act.

98.

We have never understood the logical basis for subs. 34(1). All CRTC decisions
are supposed to be made in accordance with s. 7 policy objectives (see subs.
47(a)), so how can not regulating do the same as regulating? This is perhaps
because the text of s. 34(1) requires only congruence with the policy objectives (a
very low bar) not “advancing” or “promoting” the policy objectives. We believe the
Panel should consider raising the bar to require that the policy objectives be
advanced by forbearance, not simply “be consistent with” them.

99.

Subsection 34(2), however, is where the action is. Subsection 34(2) bizarrely
requires the CRTC to forbear (unlike subs. 34(1), which provides the CRTC with
the discretion to forbear) if “the Commission finds as a question of fact that a
telecommunications service or class of services provided by a Canadian carrier is
or will be subject to competition sufficient to protect the interests of users”.

100. As pointed out in the Telecom Policy Review Panel Report of 2006:
However, the current Act also provides the Commission with a very broad
discretion to decide to forbear if it finds that a type of telecommunications
service will be subject to “sufficient” competition to protect the interests of
users.
The Act provides no guidance on the tests to be used to determine when
such competition is “sufficient” and no direction is given regarding the
relative weight to be given to regulation and market forces in markets that
remain subject to some regulation.41
101. It is PIAC’s experience that the Commission is too quick to accept that consumers’
interests are protected by a “competitive” market or that the market is truly
“competitive”. Certainly many consumers do not view, for example, the wireless

41

Telecommunications Policy Review Panel – Final Report 2006, at p. 2-10.
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market, with 90%+ market share in the three major carriers to be competitive and
certainly do not consider the market competitive enough to protect their interests.
102. The Commission would seem to agree as it struggled out of forbearance rulings to
move towards an eventual Wireless Code.42
103. In PIAC’s view, the present subs. 34(2) therefore should be amended to remove
the word “shall” and replace it with “may”, to confer a discretion upon the CRTC to
refuse forbearance on this ground where the evidence is ambiguous or likely to
change, or otherwise is shown to not necessarily benefit consumers in all ways.

3. Net Neutrality
104. “Net neutrality” in the context of Canadian communications law is in large part
derived, as it should be, from common carriage principles codified in the unjust
discrimination prohibition in subs. 27(2) of the Telecommunications Act.
3.1 Are current legislative provisions well-positioned to protect net neutrality principles in
the future?
105. PIAC is of the view that the unjust discrimination provision of the
Telecommunications Act, subs. 27(2), is the legal source for all of Canada’s “net
neutrality” law and policy, at least insofar as it has been interpreted and defined by
the CRTC in such decisions as: Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-657,
Review of the Internet traffic management practices of Internet service providers
(21 October 2009); Broadcasting and Telecom Decision 2015-26, Complaint
against Bell Mobility Inc. and Quebecor Media Inc., Videotron Ltd. and Videotron
G.P. alleging undue and unreasonable preference and disadvantage in regard to
the billing practices for their mobile TV services Bell Mobile TV and illico.tv (29
January 2015); Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2017-104, Framework for
assessing the differential pricing practices of Internet service providers (20 April
2017); Telecom Decision CRTC 2017-105, Complaints against Quebecor Media
Inc., Videotron Ltd., and Videotron G.P. alleging undue and unreasonable
preference and disadvantage regarding the Unlimited Music program (20 April
2017).
106. Therefore, provided that subs. 27(2) is not amended or removed from the
Telecommunications Act, there is no need for a “net neutrality” section of the Act
and adding such a “belt and suspenders” section would only leave ambiguity that
42

See Lawford, J. and White, G., “Front and Centre: The Consumer Interest in Telecommunications and
Broadcasting in Canada, 17th Biennial National Conference New Developments in Communications Law and
Policy, at pp. 14-17, where the authors go into some length in describing the uncertainties provoked by the present
wording of the forbearance provisions.
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might be exploited to reduce the protections for consumers that were won in
interpreting subs. 27(2) in proceedings related to “net neutrality”.
5G and “Network Slicing”
107. However, although current legislative provisions are well-positioned to protect net
neutrality principles in the future, some consideration should be given to whether
the current provisions are appropriate to accommodate the network slicing
capabilities of 5G.
108. PIAC is generally of the view that the unjust discrimination provision under s. 27(2)
is adequate for protecting net neutrality principles, including 5G “network slicing”.
There has been a long history of CRTC and court decisions restricting unjust
discrimination to promote competition in telecommunications markets first under s.
321(2) [later renumbered s. 340] of the Railway Act, and now under s. 27(2) of the
Telecommunications Act. This has been applied to many different technological
innovations, for example recently to “zero rating”.
109. Subsection 27(2) of the Act was specifically drafted to prohibit a carrier from unjustly
discriminating or giving an undue or unreasonable preference over other persons,
such as competitors, or subjecting any person to an undue disadvantage. PIAC
believes that allowing certain networks or applications to run at a faster speed would
prima facie be discrimination under subs. 27(2). However, there may be situations
where the Commission would find such uses were not unjust, undue or
unreasonable discrimination or preference. Subs. 27(4), lays the burden of proof
upon the party discriminating; here, the carrier wishing to use network slicing.
110. One of the new concepts of 5G technology is multi-tenancy. Currently network
sharing schemes only enable interactions within the telecommunications sector,
either in the form of investments or rents.43 Future multi-tenant 5G networks are
envisioned to provide new real-time business-to-business interactions, beyond
accommodating current MNO-MVNO relationships.44
111. There likely will be various different applications and technologies running on a 5G
network which will require different speeds, bandwidths, latency, security,
connectivity, capacity, and coverage.45 For example, an autonomous vehicle would
require a different network than the network used to stream a TV show in the
backseat of that same autonomous vehicle. 5G networks are able to accommodate
these different needs while still using the same infrastructure through network
43

Zoraida F., and Martinez JP. 5G networks: Will technology and policy collide? Telecommunications Policy
Volume 42, Issue 8, September 2018, Pages 612-621. [Telecommunications Policy]
44
Ibid.
45
Study on Implications of 5G Deployment on Future Business Models, No BEREC/2017/02/NP3 A report by
DotEcon Ltd and Axon Partners Group, 14 March 2018, at page 59.
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slicing. In effect, operators will be able to offer different ‘services’ depending on
whether customers want low latency and high data throughput, or a service to
support connectivity of thousands of devices simultaneously.46
112. The Panel should note that the CRTC has never accepted that there is a legal
category of “private data services” which allow carriers to operate outside the
common carriage requirements of the Telecommunications Act: see “Private
carriage” – Ryan, Canadian Telecommunications Law and Regulation, §110(b) and
the authorities cited therein. Private line data services are offered but they are
regulated as if a common carriage service. The Panel should resist calls to create
a private sphere of carriage.
113. Nonetheless, this “virtual networks” capability could, however, allow 5G service
providers to enter directly into service level agreements with over-the-top [OTT]
providers which currently operate over network infrastructure.47
114. PIAC believes that this could create a challenge to net neutrality principles, as
expressed in Commission rulings based on subs. 27(2). However, we believe that
the unjust discrimination provisions of the Act, together with the jurisprudence of
the Commission on similar cases should be able to guide the Commission in
determining if any preference is undue, especially considering the burden of proof
borne by the carrier.
115. While a case can be made for certain applications and networks to be prioritized
through network slicing (e.g., a hospital network for remote surgery or the braking
system on autonomous vehicles), 5G service providers should not be allowed to
determine, in advance, which applications can be run on a better network without
proper analysis and authorization from the Commission.
116. We note, for example, European net neutrality laws require that network slicing
cannot exist to the detriment of availability or general quality of Internet services for
end-users.48 Therefore a certain standard must be upheld for all Internet services
before certain networks are given prioritization/faster speeds if using the same
network to deliver both services. While 5G network slicing is intended to create a
greater optimization of resources by determining which speeds are necessary for
certain applications or services, there needs to be careful consideration into how
certain services can qualify for a certain type of network.
117. The Panel should note, as well, that should a carrier feel that it cannot develop 5G
services in the shadow of possible subs. 27(2) challenges, that it has the option
46

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/service-provider-security-solutions/5gsecurity-innovation-with-cisco-wp.pdf
47
Telecommunications Policy
48
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1455549370431&uri=CELEX%3A32015R2120
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under the current subs. 9(1) of the Act to apply for full or partial carrier exemption,
with all of the safeguards built into that process.49
118. Therefore, in sum, we do not think that the Act must be changed to accommodate
or manage 5G networks or applications, whether to weaken, clarify or remove “net
neutrality”.
Controlling Content
119. PIAC believes that section 36 is an adequate legislative tool to protect the freedom
of content on the Internet from unwarranted interference by spying and scrutiny by
carriers or by other parties, and that it should remain in place unchanged. The
history and application of section 36 has set a high bar for any telecommunications
carrier that wishes to interfere with the transmission of “content” over its network.
120. Recently, in Telecom Decision 2016-479 Public Interest Advocacy Centre –
Application for relief regarding section 12 of the Quebec Budget Act, the CRTC
ruled that prior Commission approval is necessary for section 36 to prohibit the
blocking by Canadian carriers of access by end-users to specific websites on the
Internet, regardless of whether or not such blocking was the result of a claimed
Internet traffic management practice.
121. The Commission reaffirmed that blocking will only be approved, upon application,
where it would further the telecommunications policy objectives set out in section 7
of the Act and that, accordingly, mere compliance with other legal or juridical
requirements – whether municipal, provincial, or foreign – would not, in and of itself,
justify the blocking of specific websites by Canadian carriers, in absence of
Commission approval under the Act.50
122. PIAC agrees with the Commission’s findings in TD 2016-479. The practice of basing
Commission approval to block websites on whether or not a request furthers the
telecommunications policy objectives has proven to work effectively in protecting
the freedom of Internet users. Similarly, in Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009657 (the ITMP framework), the Commission stated:
122. The Commission finds that where an ITMP would lead to
blocking the delivery of content to an end-user, it cannot be
implemented without prior Commission approval. Approval under
section 36 would only be granted if it would further the
telecommunications policy objectives set out in section 7 of the Act.
Interpreted in light of these policy objectives, ITMPs that result in
49
50

See Ryan, “Exemption Power”, §504(h).
Canadian Telecommunications Regulatory Handbook 2017, Hank Intven and Grant Buchanan.
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blocking Internet traffic would only be approved in exceptional
circumstances,
as
they
involve
denying
access
to
51
telecommunications services.
123. Most recently, in Telecom Decision 2018-384, Asian Television Network
International Limited, on behalf of the FairPlay Coalition – Application to disable
online access to piracy websites, the CRTC determined that section 36 is not a tool
to be used to address copyright infringement (so called “piracy”) concerns. PIAC
also agreed with the Commission’s findings here that section 36 is not a mandatory
power but rather a permissive one and that in weighing the policy objectives of
section 7, the Commission did not have the jurisdiction under
the Telecommunications Act to implement a regime that would address copyright
infringement on the Internet. Instead, separate copyright legislation, duly
considered by Parliament, would have to be passed to override s. 36 or to direct
the Commission and carriers to control content for this purpose.
124. As PIAC stated in our Intervention for that proceeding, there are adequate remedies
to address issues relating to piracy in the Copyright Act. Parliament made a
conscious choice to limit ISPs’ role to a “Notice-and-Notice” system. Sections 41.25
and 41.26 of the Copyright Act set out a mechanism by which copyright owners can
send infringement notices to network service providers and thereby trigger an
obligation to forward the notice to the alleged infringer.52
125. In short, telecommunications regulation is not the “short-cut” to indirect regulation
of all purported evils delivered by telecommunications. Only when a valid scheme
is passed by Parliament that deliberately overrides the Telecommunications Act
should content be controlled or monitored, or if, subject to the Commission’s own
power in s. 36, the Commission is of the opinion that blocking content or controlling
it will further the s. 7 policy objective under the Act. Given that blocking and control
of content violate the spirit and principles of common carriage – such situations will
be very rare.

4. Consumer Protection, Rights and Accessibility
126. PIAC is concerned with communications affordability but also with “just and
reasonable” telecommunications rates (or in free-market-speak “value for money”).
To the extent that the Telecommunications Act is either oriented away from
common carriage powers towards the “Model Act” vision of a market-controlled
regulatory environment, or that the Act remains the same but the CRTC policy of
relying excessively upon forbearance remains in place, we will continue to have a
pricing problem (as distinct from an affordability problem, dealt with above). This is
51
52

CRTC Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-657 at para 122.
PIAC Intervention Fairplay Application, March 29 2018 at para 188.
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because Canadian telecommunications markets are highly concentrated and tend
towards monopoly pricing, settling at higher rates than most Canadians believe is
fair.
127. This is exacerbated for older generations of Canadians who grew up expecting “just
and reasonable” rates for telephone service(because that was the regulatory model
– and stated government policy – until CRTC rulings that led ultimately to local
competition in local telephony)and who will continue to delude themselves into
believing that somehow prices for telecommunications should be lower and that the
CRTC or “the government” should be able to lower these directly. This generation
is still loyal to incumbent carriers, loath to shop around and are unlikely to “churn”
to get better deals and experience the benefit of a competitive market. While
younger generations of Canadians do not expect this price-controlled market, they
are aware that their telecommunications services are priced relatively higher in
Canada than elsewhere and are not happy with this situation (and are likely to voice
it) due to their increased reliance on telecommunications (in particular, wireless
(Internet data) and fixed Internet).
128. Canadians still pay amongst the highest rates in the OECD nations for fixed Internet
and for wireless Internet data, an effect observed even when selecting a smaller
number of “comparable” foreign markets.53 This has resulted, at last check, in
Canada having 30th place (out of 37) in the OECD in mobile broadband, with 72
subscriptions per 100 inhabitants (65.9 data and voice and 6.1 data only), tied with
Turkey.54 While this is likely enabled by the limits on foreign ownership of Canadian
facilities-based telecommunications carriers, PIAC does not believe that that policy
of Canadian ownership and control of telecommunications carriers will change in
this review.
129. Therefore, the main problem, not asked about directly in this set of Panel questions,
is whether the course of forbearance should be reversed and prices regulated once
more (or for the first time in wireless). PIAC believes that this change would be
beneficial, if only to bring them from the market-set (but elevated) price to
something closer to a “reasonable” rate that would simply provide carriers with a
reasonable return and not supra-normal profits. We have argued for changes to the
use of the forbearance power that would enable “re-regulation” of pricing above.
130. However, the likelihood of a recommendation along these lines being made in the
Panel report, namely to re-price-regulate aspects of the telecommunications
market, or to price regulate them for the first time, is very small. PIAC therefore
53

Nordicity, “2017 Price Comparison Study of Telecommunications Services in Canada and Select Foreign
Jurisdictions” (5 October 2017) Prepared for ISED. Online:
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/693.nsf/vwapj/Nordicity2017EN.pdf/$file/Nordicity2017EN.pdf
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OECD, “OECD broadband statistics update” (28 June 2018). Online:
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turns its attention, as it has in many “consumer protection” framework hearings
(such as the creation of the Wireless Code, the CCTS and the recent Sales
Practices Inquiry), to the issue of price protection of consumers in the sense of
avoiding unexpectedly large bills (“bill shock”). We leave telecom pricing and in
particular wireless pricing issues to government to resolve as either election issues
or, more sensibly, as a matter for a renewed policy statement (see below).
131. Bill shock regulation is defensible as required regulatory action, as sudden large
charges have the same effect as, and are akin to, deceptive practices such as
misstatements as to price in a mass consumer market.
132. The Commission has accepted the premise that: “Preventing bill shock benefits
both customers and WSPs.”55 This is a rejection of the concept that consumer
protection is a zero-sum game and that TSPs “lose” when consumer protections
such as bill shock protections are put in place. Instead, consumer confidence is
increased and the market is not retarded by mistrust.
133. The Commission therefore has held that it should limit the effect of carrier pricing
that, while strictly speaking forborne, nonetheless creates potential traps for the
unwary consumer by exposing them to grossly disproportionate bills (often due to
pricing, such as on data overage or wireless roaming, which greatly exceed service
costs and an average profit). Of the two parties who must apportion this “loss”, the
CRTC clearly chose the carrier as the party more likely to be able to shoulder the
“loss”, discounted the actual amount of the “loss” (it is certainly arguable that an
incremental megabyte of data cannot cost carriers as much as overage fees value
them at) and left responsibility for avoiding the loss with the least cost avoider,
namely the carrier.
134. This sort of “bill shock” protection has been extended to other situations where
customers are at high risk, with low downside for carriers and the potential to
enhance market trust. This was the basis for the Wireless Code restriction of
wireless contracts to two years and the requirements to transparently amortize the
cost of wireless devices. It was also the rationale for the Commission’s consistent
stance on mid-term cancellations (where customers of any telecommunications
service can no longer be billed for the service after cancellation – previously up to
a month or two of service). When viewed as providing critical consumer trust in a
market-delivered service, these consumer provisions can be seen as such and not
strictly as price regulation.
135. Indeed, the Federal Court of Appeal, in upholding the Wireless Code’s adoption
date for the implementation of mandatory 2 year contracts noted:

55

Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2013-271, The Wireless Code, at para. 130.
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[54] It is important to recall that while this dispute centers on the effect of
the implementation of the Code on early cancellation charges, it is the
Code as a whole which is being implemented. The Code contains a large
number of other provisions dealing with consumer choice and consumer
protection. It covers such topics as the use of plain language in contracts,
specific terms to be included in post-paid and pre-paid service contracts,
the provision of critical information, changes to contract terms, bill
management, mobile device issues, security deposits and disconnection:
see A. B. pp 76-83. It is therefore an error to assess the CTRC’s decision
solely through the lens of early cancellation fees.
[55] When one considers the Code as a whole, one can see that one of its
effects will be to put more information in the hands of consumers. To the
extent that the functioning of any market is dependent on the quality of the
information available to market participants, the coming into force of the
Code should make the market for wireless services more dynamic as
consumers make better informed choices at more frequent intervals. It is
not unreasonable to conclude that achieving this state of affairs is indeed
in the best interests of consumers.56
136. We agree with this characterization. The Wireless Code provides much needed
information and control over consumer contracts into the hands of consumers. It in
effect “levels the playing field” between service providers and consumers.
4.1 Are further improvements pertaining to consumer protection, rights, and accessibility
required in legislation?
137. While consumer protection and other rights could be protected by the present
Telecommunications Act, as written (but with the additions to add a USO and clarify
the obligation to serve described above), the Act could be amended to make these
gains more secure by providing a more sure legal foundation for these rights.
138. We note that the FCA found that the CRTC, in the case of upholding the Wireless
Code implementation date, had implicitly relied upon its s. 24 conditions of service
and offering of service power to justify this consumer protection approach.57
139. While s. 24 is a wide-reaching power and one that has now been used (or implicitly
relied upon) by the CRTC to craft much of the consumer protection measures
discussed above and more (for example, the CCTS, Wireless Code, the TV Service
Provider Code), it is a poor foundation on which to build consumer protection.

56
57

Bell Canada v. Amtelecom et al., 2015 FCA 126, at paras. 54-55.
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140. Firstly, there is an argument that s. 24 was added to the act to support ratemaking
under s. 25 and s. 27 of the Act. That is, the CRTC has jurisdiction to make conditions
of a very broad nature in support of setting rates. This more limited power, for example,
could still ground, for example, the Commission’s power to dispose of deferral
accounts for any purpose (a holding of the leading recent decision on CRTC
telecommunications jurisdiction in Bell Canada v. Bell Aliant Regional
Communications, 2009 SCC 40, [2009] 2 SCR 764) but not the creation of a Wireless
or Internet Code.
141. Some of the history of s. 24 lends itself to this limited interpretation.58 However,
neither the CRTC nor the Federal Court of Appeal has questioned that a s. 24
condition is a “standalone” power, limited only by the CRTC having at least to justify
its conditions use with a “rational rationale”59 and reference to the policy objectives in
s. 7 of the Act. No carrier has challenged the CRTC’s use of s. 24 for these results.
142. Whether s. 24 was intended to be used as a general purpose provision to regulate
consumer protection, amongst other matters, in an otherwise forborne competitive
market, is perhaps irrelevant as it has de facto and de jure taken on this role.
143. In PIAC’s view, in a modern telecommunications environment, when complex
issues such as “zero rating” appear (that may not immediately suggest a ‘correct’
consumer answer), there should instead be a standalone consumer protection
provision, with interpretive principles established, to justify and guide these exercises
of this new consumer protection power.
144. This is especially so if the policy objectives related to the USO are moved out of a
revised s. 7, as proposed above. It may be possible to achieve the same result by
making the s. 24 conditions power in some way subject to the new USO section,
however, as noted, without an explicit consumer protection section, the USO may be
interpreted too narrowly to help consumers in this complex regulatory environment.
145. In addition, the CRTC’s recent use of s. 24 to ground its consumer protection, while
progressive from a consumer point of view thus far (CCTS, Wireless Code, TVSP
Code, immediate payment suspension upon cancellation), is not guaranteed. That is,
a new CRTC Chair and commissioners could easily back away from promulgating real
consumer protections (such as from bill shock or misleading advertising or
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For example, in the CRTC’s submission to the TPRP of 2006, section 24’s role is discussed in these terms: “It [the
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marketing)60 without an explicit statutory requirement elsewhere in the Act to require
the CRTC to protect the interests of consumers. In addition, were the only “consumer
policy” section the proposed new USO, then matters such as, for example, broadband
speed advertising controls or limits home Internet overage fees may not be addressed
if the Commission did not consider them to be part of the requirements of a robust
USO.

The Funding of Public Interest Groups in the Communications Sector In Canada
Introduction and Background Regarding Funding of Canadian Communications Public
Interest Groups
146. The issue of funding for public interest in telecommunications proceedings has a
long history. In May, 1978, following the acquisition of jurisdiction over federally
regulated telecommunications carriers in 1976 61 the Commission issued a (still
surprisingly relevant) decision which considered various funding proposals relating to
participation in Commission hearings.62 The following statement remains as germane
today as then.
The Commission has concluded that if the objective of informed
participation in public hearings is to be met, some form of financial
assistance must be made available to responsible interveners, both active
and potential, who do not have sufficient funds to properly prosecute their
cases, particularly where such interveners represent the interests of a
substantial number or class of subscribers63
147. The Commission then outlined three types of proposals that it had received. The
first involved funding from the Commission itself, either directly or through a
“consumer advocacy” office. The second was direct funding by the government and
the third was the awarding of costs to qualified interest groups. The Commission
stated that the first two alternatives would be better than the third since they would,
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Here we must reference PIAC’s boycott of Telecom Notice of Consultation 2018-422, Call for comments –
Proceeding to establish a mandatory code for Internet services (9 November 2018), as a result of the Commission’s
recent refusal on our motion to consider these very two items as part of this proceeding on what we consider to be a
less than consumer-friendly basis, and the ridiculously accelerated procedure schedule, which appears designed to
elicit only the result proffered by the Commission in its draft Code attached to the Notice.
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Ensure the availability of resources to interveners in advance of hearings
and would thus permit adequate pre-hearing preparation for meaningful
intervention.64
Note the Commission focus on “meaningful” interventions and the need for adequate
“pre-hearing preparation” – an early recognition that receiving funds after a
proceeding would lead to inevitable cashflow issues.
148. Notwithstanding its belief that the third alternative was the worst of the three, it was
the one the Commission selected and it is the one that we still have today.
149. With respect to the first alternative, the Commission indicated that it did not have
funds of its own to support the participation by interveners at hearings and did not
have the resources to set up a consumer advocacy office.
150. The best proposal, from the Commission’s perspective, was the second proposal,
namely that of direct government funding. However, it suffered from other deficiencies
such as the lack of assurance that it would be available on a continuing basis. The
Commission also mentioned that if funding might only be available to groups with an
Ottawa-based office or a national association, it might not ensure an adequate
representation for the range of subscriber interests.
151. Accordingly, although strongly favouring “some form of government or other
funding” for such groups, the Commission ended up with its last choice, namely the
awarding of costs. This was said to “provide a partial resolution of the problem” and
that:
…costs to interveners, which would only represent a small fraction of such
regulatory expenses would, in the Commission’s view, contribute to a
more effective representation of subscriber interests and to an improved
record on which to base decisions.65
152. Some improvement, however, almost immediately came from an unlikely source:
The Supreme Court of Canada.
153. Immediately upon awarding the first cost award under this regime to the
Consumers Association of Canada and PIAC in a Bell rate-setting case, the issue of
whether the “costs” regime set up by the CRTC was to be modeled strictly on the
indemnification principle of costs in civil litigation, or upon some other basis, was
raised.

64
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Ibid.
Ibid., at Page 123.
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154. Bell Canada objected to the taxation order that concluded PIAC and CAC were
entitled to the costs award on a basis other than strict indemnification.
155. As quoted by (and upheld by) the Supreme Court of Canada in Bell Canada v.
Consumers' Assoc. of Canada [1986] 1 SCR 190, the CRTC in Telecom Decision
85-1 (the CRTC decision upholding the root taxation order) noted:
In the Commission's view, the application of the principle of
indemnification upon which Bell relies would not be appropriate in
regulatory proceedings before it. In the Commission's opinion, the proper
purpose of such awards is the encouragement of informed public
participation in Commission proceedings. It would inhibit public interest
groups from developing and maintaining expertise in regulatory matters if,
in order to be entitled to costs, they had to retain and instruct legal counsel
in the manner appropriate to proceedings before the courts in civil matters.
[Emphasis added.]
156. Also quoted in the Supreme Court decision was the taxation decision at the root
of that case (upheld by the CRTC in Telecom Decision 81-5 and the Supreme
Court), namely Taxation Order 1980-1, in which the taxation officer said this:
Therefore, I have interpreted the Commission's decision [Telecom
Decision 80-1] in light of the knowledge that public participation is a fragile
concept, more talked about than realized, that public interest advocacy
groups offer a different, but no less valuable, approach to participation
than does the traditional solicitor client form, and that a restrictive
interpretation of a costs award by the officer responsible for implementing
it would serve no useful public purpose.
157. PIAC therefore arranged its representation to be effective despite the many
barriers to effective public participation before regulatory tribunals such as the CRTC
in order to protect this fragile concept.
158. Also notably, the Commission has stated that the public interest requires “expert
resources” such as the representation PIAC offers to the public and public interest:
The complexity and importance of the issues which come before the
Commission often demand that expert resources be available for their
adequate treatment. Such resources are employed by the regulated
companies. In the Commission’s view, it is critical to, and part of the
necessary cost of, the regulatory process that such resources also be
available to responsible representative interveners.66
66
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159. Finally, in exercising its discretion under subs. 56(1) of the Telecommunications
Act, the Commission has generally borne in mind the words of Le Dain J., in Bell v.
CAC (above):
I would agree that the word "costs" in s. 73 [now s. 56 of the
Telecommunications Act] must carry the same general connotation as
legal costs. It cannot be construed to mean something quite different from
or foreign to that general sense of the word, such as an obligation to
contribute to the administrative costs of a tribunal or the grant of a subsidy
to a participant in proceedings without regard to what may reasonably be
considered to be the expense incurred for such participation. Thus I am of
the opinion that the word "costs" must carry the general connotation of
being for the purpose of indemnification or compensation. In view,
however, of the nature of the proceedings before the Commission and the
financial arrangements of public interest interveners, the discretion
conferred on the Commission by s. 73 must, in my opinion, include the
right to take a broad view of the application of the principle of
indemnification or compensation. The Commission therefore should not be
bound by the strict view of whether expense has been actually incurred
that is applicable in the courts. It should, for example, be able to fix the
expense which may be reasonably attributed to a particular participation
by a public interest intervener as being deemed to have been incurred,
whether or not as a result of the particular means by which the
intervention has been financed there has been any actual out of pocket
expense. This is what I understand the Commission to have done in this
case. It did not reject the general concept of indemnification or
compensation, as indicated by the provision in its draft and adopted rules
that the costs awarded to an intervener "shall not exceed those
necessarily and reasonably incurred by the intervener in connection with
its intervention" a requirement included by the taxing officer in his
summary of the principles which should govern him as a result of the
general approach to the award of costs to interveners adopted by the
Commission. What the Commission did reject, as I read its reasons and
those of the taxing officer, was the contention that in its application of the
general principle of indemnification or compensation it should be governed
by the authorities reflecting the application of that principle in the courts. In
doing so, it did not in my opinion err in law, so long as it adopted a
reasonable approach, as it appears to have done, to what should be
deemed to be the expenses incurred for the interventions on behalf of
CAC and NAPO et al. I would accordingly dismiss the appeal. [Emphasis
added.]
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160. This case allows the Commission to take as broad an approach to costs as
possible to support public interest intervention, and to “be able to fix the expense
which may be reasonably attributed to a particular participation by a public interest
intervener as being deemed to have been incurred.”
161. In short, public interest costs claims may be whatever is reasonable and is
necessary to the vigorous public interest advocacy desired by the Commission and
supported by the Rules. The Commission is not bound by courts’ views of how a
“well managed law firm” would conduct public intervention nor what costs a court
would award a successful litigant. The Commission should instead consider how an
effective public interest advocacy organization would conduct the proceeding to
achieve the best outcome in the public interest.
Current Problems with Telecommunications “Costs Awards”
162. This “partial resolution” (as bolstered by the Supreme Court’s interpretation) has
now been in place for over a quarter century. It has in fact functioned well until quite
recently.
163. Unfortunately, the costs award system has become an overgrown garden at the
CRTC. The lack of tending to this perhaps pedestrian, yet vital, adjudication has led
to now unacceptable delays of almost 10 months, on average, for the CRTC to issue
a costs award after the substantive decision in a proceeding.67 The data make clear
that the CRTC resolution of costs claims has been slowing down across the board
and that the delays are increasing.
164. PIAC believes that there is no central costs claim tracking system nor
responsible entity at the CRTC to ensure costs claims are adjudicated, such as there
was with taxation officers. It appear that each analyst or responsible staffer must do
the costs award claim and bring it before the Commission for adjudication. We
suspect that this means that these “rump requirements” are simply being ignored by
overworked staffers who are pushed to move along to the “active” part of new files.
165. It also appears that the Commission does not ask for status on these costs
claims nor schedule a regular agenda item to deal with these costs. As a result, we
believe, they are ignored.
166. The costs award system therefore has fallen into disrepair through lack of
attention and this has resulted in extraordinary delays and a failure to provide stable
and long-term funding for effective consumer advocacy in the communications area.
67

See Forum for Research and Policy in Communications (FRPC), “Research Note: The CRTC’s cost-orders
process in telecommunications: a year later” (3 December 2018). Online: http://frpc.net/wpcontent/uploads/2018/12/CRTC-cost-orders-Nov-2018.pdf
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167. PIAC has had to, on two separate occasions a year apart, write the Ministers
responsible for the CRTC to urge them to remedy the situation. PIAC has never
received an explanation or apology from the CRTC, nor even a meeting request to
discuss costs. We view this as an abject abdication of the CRTC’s responsibility
bordering on a deliberate policy of starving PIAC out of existence.
168. In PIAC’s present case, at the time of writing, we are currently waiting on
approximately $150,000 in cost claims decisions from the CRTC, with some claims
dating 18 months from submission. In December 2018, this meant that we
regrettably had to lay off two staff. PIAC is presently reduced to an Executive
Director and General Counsel, our office administrator plus an articling student.
PIAC also moved from our longstanding premises (25 years) to a smaller, less
desirable location in order to further economize while our cost claims awaited
adjudication.
169. There is a very real prospect that PIAC soon will cease operations after 40 years
of operation, in large part due to the lateness of CRTC costs awards processes.
170. One solution to the current crisis in consumer representation in the
communications area would be to streamline the reimbursement process. One
enhancement might be to find a way to enable partial pre-hearing costs to be
awarded such that consumer groups could properly prepare for hearings as
originally envisaged by the Commission back in 1978 rather than waiting in
uncertainty for up to 18 months after the hearing to see if their efforts were deemed
worthy of reimbursement. Another might be to require the Commission to render a
decision within a certain number of days of the issuance of a decision.
171. We note that the Ontario Energy Board has a costs claims system that is very
similar to the CRTC’s and manages to issue many more costs awards yearly than
the CRTC and typically within 4-6 weeks after the OEB’s substantive decision.
172. The OEB also requires potential intervenors to request intervenor status and, for
those looking to claim costs,68 a short explanation of the nature of the anticipated
and why the intervention should be reimbursed through the costs system. The
process at OEB therefore streamlines the eventual costs awards to those parties
that are granted intevenor and costs claim eligibility status.69 Any member of the
public or group is free to participate in OEB hearings but if they do not qualify for
eligibility for costs they do not receive any.

68

See OEB, “Intervenor cost awards” . Online: https://www.oeb.ca/industry/applications-oeb/intervenorinformation/intervenor-cost-awards
69
See OEB, “Practice Direction on Costs Awards” (Revised April 24, 2014). Online:
https://www.oeb.ca/oeb/_Documents/Regulatory/Practice_Direction_on_Cost_Awards.pdf
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173. Frequent intervenors before the OEB are required to file: “Annual Filings of
Frequent Intervenors”. PIAC would not be opposed to such a requirement for a
CRTC frequent intervenor filing.
174. Public interest groups could also be required to submit an administratively
simple, top-line estimated budget to be approved by the Commission prior to
participating in a major CRTC hearing. This is required in certain proceedings before
the British Columbia Utilities Commission. We do not, however, think it practical or
fair to burden public interest intervenors with such a budgeting process for any
proceeding. In addition, for Part 1 applications brought by such public interest
parties, a separate system would have to be devised to, for example, require a draft
budget to be filed at the same time as major Part 1 applications, but not with minor
ones.
175. We note also that the CRTC costs scale of counsel, expert and consultant
allowable rates have not been reviewed or revised since 2010.70 CRTC’s costs
schedule is on the low side compared to, for example, the Ontario Energy Board
(see OEB Practice Direction on Costs, Appendix A, Cost Award Tariff).
176. In addition, the OEB does not differentiate between “in-house” and “external”
counsel or consultants. In PIAC’s view, the CRTC’s differentiation between these
resources and the resulting vast difference in rates makes no sense in light of the
Supreme Court of Canada’s admonition to deem appropriate amounts be payable to
public interest groups to encourage their participation. It leads to convoluted legal
and corporate arrangements at organizations like PIAC that do this work frequently
and leads to endless sterile debates about whether a particular lawyer or resource is
really in-house.
177. In PIAC’s view, there should be one, generous rate, based on “external” rates (as
done in the OEB) and the control of excessive costs, if any, should be handled in the
CRTC’s evaluation of the utility of the intervention.
178. In any case, the Panel should recommend a review of regulatory best practices
for costs awards and require the CRTC to undertake regular updates and reviews of
its costs awards (we suggest every 5 years). Such reviews should be public
proceedings.
179. The Panel should also urge the CRTC and the government to fix the costs
awards system with all due haste. If the Panel has any ability to issue interim
conclusions before its final report for urgent recommendations, PIAC requests that it
do so on this issue, for the sake of our survival.
70

See Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2010-963, Revision of CRTC costs award practices and procedures (23
December 2010), Appendix A: Scale of Costs Legal Fees (Outside Counsel) – Hourly Rates.
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Other Possible Solutions
180. PIAC is aware of other possible “solutions” apart from “fixing” the costs awards
system, to fund and encourage professional representation of consumer and the
public interest before the CRTC.
181. In particular, we are aware of various parties (including, it appears, the CRTC)
who suggest a possible public advocate model.
182. PIAC does not favour this model. The Public Advocate model is a directly
government-funded advocacy organization, with formal operating independence and
a mandate to protect “the consumer” or “the public” in a particular jurisdiction in
relation to the matters referred to it.
183. Although such models can be effective in particular circumstances and
jurisdictions, in particular, for diffuse consumer claims (such as, for example, in
relation to litigating for “all consumers in Ontario” on general consumer protection
matters like electronic commerce) these bodies are, in our view, highly counterproductive in specialized regulated industries. The model is therefore inferior to the
present costs awards system.
184. This is because the Public Advocate model may operate to some extent
independent of its funding, however, it is still beholden to the government that feeds
it its budget. In our experience, such PA offices temper their advocacy and do not
fearlessly pursue the public interest as they perceive it, in order to maintain funding
nor to embarrass the government in general.
185. The present costs award system, by contrast, encourages completely fearless
advocacy by allowing any independent intervenor with an interest to make
submissions, with the adversarial parties made to pay by the regulator, with the only
limit on their advocacy being the reasonable conduct of the formal steps in the
proceeding and contribution to a better understanding of the issues by the regulator.
186. The costs awards model also encourages a polycentric representation of the
public interest as various intervenors present various aspects of, and concerns of,
particular groups of consumers and the public. The resulting variety of views allows
the regulator to gain a better picture of the public or consumer interest, itself a varied
and difficult to define matter.
187. When there is an official Public Advocate, that advocate tries to be all things to all
consumers and the result is often a bland submission style and content. By their
nature, specialized regulatory hearings often pit one aspect of the public interest
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against another, some consumers against another or various slight contrasts in
position. The Public Advocate cannot reflect that diversity in one set of submissions.
188. The Public Advocate’s appointment and operation may be subject to very real
risks of coercion from the appointing bodies.
189. The Panel also should realize the realpolitik of a Public Advocate. If it is created,
it will suck all of the money and oxygen out of consumer representation in this area.
No consumer group will operate in the communications area with an “official”
consumer opinion to try to counter. In even more practical terms, PIAC believes the
creation of such a body would simply steal PIAC’s business case and we would
close. Whether the “assets”, human or otherwise of PIAC and similar groups would
be absorbed into the entity is neither known, knowable, nor guaranteed.
The Broadcasting Participation Fund
190. We turn now to another difficulty with public interest intervenor funding, this time
in relation to CRTC and related work in broadcasting regulation.
191. From the introduction of the 1968 Broadcasting Act until 2012, there was very
little public participation in CRTC broadcasting hearings. The applicants and their
teams would solicit as many supporting interventions as they could, of course, but
participation by independent Canadians or consumer groups was minimal. In 2012,
this changed with the introduction of the “Broadcasting Participation Fund” (BPF) as
a late addition to the tangible benefits package offered by BCE Inc. in respect of its
acquisition of CTVglobemedia Inc. The BPF idea was jointly presented to the CRTC
by PIAC and BCE. This independent broadcasting fund was designed to offset the
costs incurred by public interest groups in participating in CRTC broadcasting
hearings.
192. PIAC and BCE jointly worked out and submitted for approval a proposal for the
BPF’s establishment and operation. While it was approved by the Commission71
both PIAC and BCE noted that the record of that proceeding was insufficient to
make a determination on long-term, ongoing funding at that time. The Commission
agreed, and noted that,
The Commission is satisfied that the structure of the BPF as proposed by
BCE and PIAC would allow for future sources of funding as described in
Broadcasting Decision 2011-163, including future transfers of ownership
for which the BPF may be specified as an eligible initiative for tangible
benefits.72
71
72

Broadcasting Regulatory Policy CRTC 2012-181, 26 March 2012.
Ibid., at paragraph 25.
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193. Unfortunately, and perhaps not surprisingly, broadcasters involved in transfer of
control transactions often did not voluntarily propose to contribute tangible benefits
monies into the BPF. The only major influx of money to the BPF was the result of the
Bell-Astral merger (No. 2).
194. Despite warnings from the BPF Board about dwindling funds at the BPF, it was
not until March of 2018 that the CRTC required SiriusXM (in the context of the
transaction for which it was seeking CRTC approval) to make significant tangible
benefits contributions to the BPF.73 It is worth noting that SiriusXM initially argued
that it should not have to pay tangible benefits at all in respect of their transactions,
and when told they did, elected initially not to include funding of the BPF in their
proposals. So it is clear that the BPF contribution in this merger was very much a
result of the Commission’s belated involvement.
195. However, the BPF will run out of funding again, of present claims levels persist,
likely within two years if something is not done. The BPF is subject to the hazards of
the market in terms of only being required on transfer of control transactions that
trigger tangible benefits (which could occur at any time or not at all). It is also subject
to choices to be made by the acquiring company. There is no obligation on the
acquiring company to include funding for the BPF in its tangible benefits package. It
is only if “encouraged” by the CRTC in the course of a public process to do so that
an acquiring company will have the sense that it should offer some such funding to
avoid having the transaction denied. This is an unsatisfactory situation.
196. PIAC has in major transfer of ownership proceedings suggested a simple formula
of 0.5% of tangible benefits to the BPF and 0.5% to the sister Broadcasting
Accessibility Fund (BAF).
197. This level of contributions could be mandatory or nearly so, as occurs with the
CMF, FACTOR, Musicaction, CRFC, etc., under Commission guidelines.
198. Without a regular industry levy, or a policy that all transactions should contribute
our recommended amount (and even then, there will be problems if there are few
transactions) the BPF likely will continue to stumble along and become a
perpetually-funds challenged bookend to the non-functional telecommunications
costs award process.
199. Instead, PIAC recommends that the BPF be dissolved once a parallel costs
award process to that on the telecommunications side be established. However, like
the revised telecom costs award process, CRTC must be directed to regularly review
it and keep it paying at a best practices pace. The broadcasting rules could be
promulgated like the telecommunications rules, as a regulation. However, in order to
73

Tangible benefits proposal by SiriusXM Canada Inc., Broadcasting Decision CRTC 2018-91, 16 March 2018.
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do so, the CRTC in the Broadcasting Act, would have to be given authority to award
costs, as in s. 56 of the Telecommunications Act.
200. Fortunately, a Senate bill was passed to do just that in 2003.74 It had appropriate
language and could be reintroduced along with any other legislative changes the
government may wish to make to the Broadcasting Act, or, should the larger
amendments appear to be slow in being introduced, again introduced as a
standalone bill. In the meanwhile, the BPF could be tuned up as indicated above.
The Australian Model
201. Thinking in a larger and more radical way about public interest funding in
communications, it is worth exploring another consumer participation funding model
in Australia. There, Section 593 of the Telecommunications Act, 1997 gives the
Minister the capacity to make grants of financial assistance to
a) consumer bodies to support consumer representation in the
telecommunications sector, and
b) to persons or bodies for purposes in connection with research into
social, economic, environmental or technological implications of
developments relating to telecommunications.
202. Funding under that Act for the 2016-2017 period was provided only to the
Australian Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN) and for the 20162017 year amounted to A$2,230,000 (GST-Exclusive)75. Amounts provided to
ACCAN are recovered from the annual carrier licence charge imposed under the
Telecommunications (Carrier Licence Charges) Act 1997. ACCAN and the
Department of Communications and the Arts are currently operating under a multiyear funding agreement which continues until 2022 which requires, among a number
of other items, a quarterly assessment of 6 key performance indicators as set out in
the funding agreement.76
203. While PIAC does not prefer this model to the present costs award system, it
would be a starting point for discussion. Our suggestion, were this more radical
solution considered, would be to ensure the funding generated out of this new fund
would not be granted exclusively to one consumer representation body.
74

See Senate Bill S-8, An Act to Amend the Broadcasting Act, 2nd Session, 37th Parliament, 51-52 Elizabeth II,
2002-2003. The Bill was not passed by the House before the next election. In a letter to Michael Janigan, then ED
of PIAC, a political staffer of Minister Frulla (Canadian Heritage and Status of Women) explained that the Bill had
foundered on the question of how to make the CBC subject to costs awards (increasing its appropriation) or
exempting CBC (in which the private broadcasters would have to pay more in costs then they deserved to). We are
confident this conundrum could be solved by making CBC exempt from costs awards and requiring costs applicants
to forgo the CBC’s proportionate share of any costs award.
75
76

Approximately C$2,107,400.
This information and much more is available on ACCAN’s website at http://accan.org.au/
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204. It is our understanding that the Expert Panel will issue its “This is what we heard”
report in the late Spring and its Final Report in January of 2020. With respect, PIAC
may not be able to wait that long for a short-term solution to its chronically funding
shortfall. As noted above, any interim recommendations the Panel could make in
this regard would be appreciated.

5. Safety, Security and Privacy
205. PIAC believes that the digital rights of consumers described under Part C of the
Executive Panel’s Review of the Canadian Communications Legislative Framework
are adequately protected through the complementary roles of the CRTC and the
Office of the Privacy Commissioner [OPC] under the Telecommunications Act and
PIPEDA respectively. However, with the versatility of consent provisions under
PIPEDA and the lack of enforcement powers of the OPC, there is a gap which may
leave Canadians vulnerable to privacy violations from communications service
providers. This gap can be solved by a strengthening of the CRTC’s statutory
obligation to protect the privacy of persons under section 7(i) of the
Telecommunications Act and an incorporation of this obligation under the
Broadcasting Act.
CRTC’s Statutory Obligation to Protect Privacy Rights
206. The Commission is vested with unique authority to regulate and supervise the
broadcasting and telecommunications systems in Canada, and has a statutory
obligation to protect privacy under section 7(i).77 In exercising its powers under
the Telecommunications Act, the CRTC may apply higher standards to protect
privacy than those contemplated by PIPEDA. For example, the CRTC has found
that express consent is required for the disclosure of confidential customer
information by Telecommunications Service Providers (TSPs).78
207. More recently, in CRTC 2015-462, PIAC and the Consumer Association of
Canada (CAC) requested that the Commission prohibit Bell Mobility et al. from
collecting and using customer information for the advertising and marketing
purposes set out in Bell’s Relevant Ad Program (RAP). PIAC/CAC also requested
that the Commission initiate a larger follow-up proceeding to examine the data
collection, use, and disclosure practices of all other TSPs and broadcasting
distribution undertakings (BDUs).
208. In its decision, the Commission ruled that any communications service provider
that charges for the provision of services will obtain express, opt-in consent from a
77

CRTC 2015-462 at para 5.
For example see Telecom Decision 2003-33, Confidentiality provisions of Canadian carriers and Telecom Regulatory Policy 2009657, Review of the Internet traffic management practices of Internet service providers
78
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customer before using that customer’s data for the purposes of targeted
advertising.79 The Commission clarified that for that consent to be “meaningful,” it
will need to be supported by a detailed explanation that allows the customer to
clearly understand the full breadth of the actual information that a company might
use to target them for advertising purposes.80
Gaps in PIPEDA
209. The finding in 2015-462 is an example of the Commission applying higher
standards to protect privacy than those contemplated by PIPEDA. While PIPEDA
requires that individuals consent to personal information being collection, used, and
disclosed, the manner in which consent must be obtained is vague.81 Section 4.3.6
of Schedule 1 of PIPEDA states, “The way in which an organization seeks consent
may vary, depending on the circumstances and the type of information collected.”82
210. PIPEDA simply provides a broad range for the type of consent that is required
depending on the information being collected, used, and disclosed. Section 4.3.6
states, “An organization should generally seek express consent when the
information is likely to be considered sensitive. Implied consent would generally be
appropriate when the information is less sensitive...”83 Section 6.1 of PIPEDA
outlines the standard for “valid” consent.84 This provision is also vague and without
further direction from the OPC or CRTC with respect to specific practices, it leaves
room for TSPs and BDUs to use implied or opt-out consent for data collection, use,
and disclosure practices.
Importance of the Commission’s Obligation to Protect Privacy
211. For comparative purposes, Article 21 of the EU’s GDPR provides strict provisions
giving data subjects the right to object to the collection of personal data processed
for direct marketing purposes.85 No such right exists for Canadians, which makes the
Commission’s power under 7(i) important as it allows the Commission to provide
greater certainty to how consent must be obtained for the collection, use, and
disclosure of personal information with respect to telecommunications services. The
Commission’s decision in 2015-462 is helpful in requiring express opt-in consent for
the purposes of targeted advertising. However, as Bell Canada withdrew the RAP
which effectively caused the Commission to dismiss PIAC/CAC’s application, there
79

CRTC 2015-462 at para 14.
CRTC 2015-462 at para 14.
81
Under PIPEDA, an organization cannot collect, use, or disclose personal information of an individual in the course of commercial
activities without the consent of the individual, unless the purpose of the collection, use, or disclosure falls under one of the specific
exemptions listed in section 7 of PIPEDA.
82
PIPEDA, Schedule 1, section 4.3.6
83
Ibid.
84
6.1 For the purposes of clause 4.3 of Schedule 1, the consent of an individual is only valid if it is reasonable to expect that an
individual to whom the organization’s activities are directed would understand the nature, purpose and consequences of the
collection, use or disclosure of the personal information to which they are consenting.
85
EU General Data Protection Regulations, Article 21, sections 2 and 3, online: < https://gdpr-info.eu/art-21-gdpr/>.
80
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has never been a larger follow-up proceeding to examine data collection, use, and
disclosure practices of TSPs and BDUs for other purposes. PIAC still believes that
further investigation into these practices is necessary.
212. TSPs and BDUs have access to a significant amount of data from consumers.
TSPs have access to OTT viewing habits, home internet usage and habits, mobile
data usage, etc. BDUs have access to television viewing habits through set-top
boxes. There are no explicit provisions in PIPEDA that would require TSPs or BDUs
to obtain explicit consent from customers before selling such data to a third party for
data profiling purposes.86 That means that information could be sold to data brokers
who could in turn sell profiles to employers, bankers, or insurance companies. PIAC
believes that allowing TSPs and BDUs to engage in these types of practices without
explicit consent is problematic and violates the privacy of Canadians.
213. In PIAC’s view, TSPs and BDUs should be required to have customers click “I
agree” to an agreement which states something along the lines of, “We intend to sell
your information to data brokers, allowing other companies to track your online
movements.” If these types of agreements were required, PIAC believes that most
customers would not consent to such use and disclosure of their personal
information.
214. In fact, there is an overwhelming concern from Canadians that there are
inadequate measures in place to protect their privacy online. According to a 2018
Ipsos survey, a significant majority of Canadians (68% strongly/24% somewhat)
agree that people should have the right to privacy online.87 The OPC’s 2016 Public
Opinion Survey of Canadians on Privacy states, “Roughly nine in 10 Canadians
expressed some level of concern about the protection of their personal privacy,
including 37% who said they are extremely concerned.”88
215. The Commission’s ability to clarify and require express opt-in consent in certain
circumstances is thus extremely important to securing the personal information of
Canadians collected through the use of communication services.
216. In order to provide a belt and suspenders approach to privacy protection of
communications services customers, PIAC believes that the Commission’s powers
with respect to privacy protection should be clarified and expanded. While the
Commission currently has the power to apply higher standards to protect privacy
under 7(i), PIAC believes that this power should be given more urgency and
importance. As stated above in relation to the USO, we would add the “contribut[ion]
to the protection of privacy”, to the principles of the USO (not found in U.S. USO).
86

There is only the clarification made in CRTC 2015-462 that TSPs must obtain express, opt-in consent from a customer before
using that customer’s data for the purposes of targeted advertising.
87
https://www.ipsos.com/en-ca/news-polls/guaranteed-removals-online-privacy-poll-April-2018
88
https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/opc-actions-and-decisions/research/explore-privacy-research/2016/por_2016_12/#fig2
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217. Additionally, there is no statutory obligation to protect privacy interests of
Canadians under the Broadcasting Act. There should be a parallel provision under
the Broadcasting Act which states that protecting the privacy of Canadians is an
objective of Canadian broadcasting policy.

6. Effective Spectrum Regulation
6.1 Are the right legislative tools in place to balance the need for flexibility to rapidly
introduce new wireless technologies with the need to ensure devices can be used safely,
securely, and free of interference?
218. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.

7. Governance and Effective Administration
7.1 Is the current allocation of responsibilities among the CRTC and other government
departments appropriate in the modern context and able to support competition in the
telecommunications market?
219. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
7.2 Does the legislation strike the right balance between enabling government to set overall
policy direction while maintaining regulatory independence in an efficient and effective
way?
220. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.

Broadcasting Act
8. Broadcasting Definitions
8.1 How can the concept of broadcasting remain relevant in an open and shifting
communications landscape?
221. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
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8.2 How can legislation promote access to Canadian voices on the Internet, in both official
languages, and on all platforms?
222. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.

9. Broadcasting Policy Objectives
9.1 How can the objectives of the Broadcasting Act be adapted to ensure that they are
relevant in today's more open, global, and competitive environment?
223. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
9.2 Should certain objectives be prioritized? If so, which ones? What should be added?
224. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
9.3 What might a new approach to achieving the Act's policy objectives in a modern
legislative context look like?
225. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.

10. Support for Canadian Content and Creative Industries
10.1 How can we ensure that Canadian and non-Canadian online players play a role in
supporting the creation, production, and distribution of Canadian content?
226. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
10.2 How can the CRTC be empowered to implement and regulate according to a
modernized Broadcasting Act in order to protect, support, and promote our culture in
both official languages?
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227. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
10.3 How should legislative tools ensure the availability of Canadian content on the
different types of platforms and devices that Canadians use to access content?
228. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.

11. Democracy, News and Citizenship
11.1 Are current legislative provisions sufficient to ensure the provision of trusted,
accurate, and quality news and information?
229. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
11.2 Are there specific changes that should be made to legislation to ensure the continuing
viability of local news?
230. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.

12. Cultural Diversity
12.1 How can the principle of cultural diversity be addressed in a modern legislative
context?
231. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.

13. National Public Broadcaster
13.1 How should the mandate of the national public broadcaster be updated in light of the
more open, global, and competitive communications environment?
232. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
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13.2 Through what mechanisms can government enhance the independence and stability
of CBC/Radio-Canada?
233. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
13.3 How can CBC/Radio-Canada play a role as a leader among cultural and news
organizations and in showcasing Canadian content, including local news?
234. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
13.4 How can CBC/Radio-Canada promote Canadian culture and voices to the world,
including on the Internet?
235. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
13.5 How can CBC/Radio-Canada contribute to reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples and
the telling of Indigenous stories by Indigenous Peoples?
236. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
13.6 How can CBC/Radio-Canada support and protect the vitality of Canada's official
languages and official language minority communities?
237. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.

14. Governance and Effective Administration
14.1 Does the Broadcasting Act strike the right balance between enabling government to
set overall policy direction while maintaining regulatory independence in an efficient and
effective way?
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238. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
14.2 What is the appropriate level of government oversight of CRTC broadcasting licensing
and policy decisions?
239. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
14.3 How can a modernized Broadcasting Act improve the functioning and efficiency of the
CRTC and the regulatory framework?
240. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
14.4 Are there tools that the CRTC does not have in the Broadcasting Act that it should?
241. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
14.5 How can accountability and transparency in the availability and discovery of digital
cultural content be enabled, notably with access to local content?
242. PIAC is unable to comment on this subject due to extreme resource constraints.
We apologize and request that we may be permitted to comment in future rounds
of this consultation, whether orally or in writing.
*** End of Document ***
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APPENDIX - A POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN
CANADA (1987)
TEXT FOLLOWS
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Canada, like all other industrialized countries, is moving toward
a more information-based economy. Many information-intensive
industries, such as banking and financial servic.es, broadcasting and
newspapers, are increasingly reliant on telecommunications for
nation-wide distribution of their products and services.
Telecommunications networks are therefore fast becoming the basic
infrastructure of the information economy.

•
It is now essential to establish clear and consistent national
policy to guide the future evolution of Canada's domestic and
international telecommunications networks. In light of recent
federal-provincial-territorial discussfons, and on the basis of
extensive public consultation and study, the Government of Canada has
prepared the following statement of policy respecting t-he future ";'~:~·8'7~~
development of the telecommunications carriage industry in Canad.¢~~~;"
··;::;'f~
I~,,•
\.... ~.
Evolution of the Telecommunications Industry
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Until the late 1970's, monopolies dominated the
~,
1 ,
telecommunications industry throughout the world. With very few '·'~!!Ate~./
exceptions, the industry consisted of monopoly suppliers who provided
all facilities, services and equipment, ranging fr~ the sophisticated
transmission and switching facilities supporting tneir networks down
to the ordinary desk telephone. Due to its monopoly status, the
telecommunications business was invariably either government-owned,
which is still the case throughout most of Europe, Japan and
Australia, or investor-owned and government-regulated, which is the
norm in North .America. To a large extent, government regulation
became a surrogate for market forces and was used as a device for
protecting the public from the harmful effects of monopoly power.
In recent years, a much more complex technological and economic
environment has emerged to challenge the traditional monopoly approach
to the provision of telecommunications services. ln part, this
process results from broad technological factors, particularly the
merger of telecommunications and computer technologies, which have
P,ermitted the introduction of a vast range of new products, services
'
markets. Although it has advanced more quickly in some countries
aqd
than in others, the resulting transformation of telecommunications
systems and services has become a world wide phenomenon.

0

Economic factors stemming from the growing demand for
conventional and advanced telecommunications services have also
fueled change within the industry. The consumption of conventional
telephone services in Canada has been increasing at a rapid rate,
from 27 billion local and long distance calls in 1980 to 35 billion
in 1985. At the same time, business has been seeking specialized
and high-quality data services, including such advanced offerings as
electronic mail. The cost of providing many of these services has
been declining, which has invited new entry into telecommunications
markets and encouraged innovation in service and equipment supply.

)

Together, these economic and technological developments have led
to a progressive erosion of traditional boundaries between
telecommunications markets and are changing longstanding corporate and
institutional relationships. As a result, a number of different
market segments have emerged within the telecommunications industry,
each exhibiting their own distinct economic characteristics. This
market segmentation is increasingly based on three types of
telecommunications business:
a) the provision of public network facilities, which comprises
the technical infrastructure used for the transmission and
distribution of telecommunications messages.
b) the provision of telecommunications services, including
advanced computer-based services as well as conventional
telephone and data services; and
c) the supply of telecommu.nications equipment, especially
terminal devices such as Private Branch Exchanges (PBXs);
The growing market diversity that has displaced the siinple
monopoly model is prompting profound reassessment~_of traditional
approaches to government policy and regulation. In response to
these pressures, many developed countries, notably the United States,
Britain and Japan, have implemented major structural changes to their
telecommunications industries, through competition and deregulation in
various markets, and through the privatization of state-owned
monopolies.
The fonn of these changes has varied from country to country. In
the U.S., which is the world's largest telecommunications market, the
approach has been to permit unlimited entry into telecommunications by
allowing new entrants to compete in providing both telecommunications
facilities and services. Countries such as Britain and Japan, on the
other hand, have chosen to expand network competition within their
systems, but have limited the number of new entrants in an effort to
establish viable competitive alternatives to the dominant carrier.
Several European governments favour competition in the provision of
telecommunications services, but nevertheless continue to support a
monopoly supplier of network facilities.
Telecommunications in Canada
In Canada, the general economic and social importance of
communications systems, including their central contribution to nation
building, has been broadly recognized for a number of years. As a
result, a fundamental objective of government policy and regulation
has always been to ensure that an efficient, internationally
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competitive telecommunications infrastructure exists in all areas of
Canada sufficient to support the economic and social development of
Canada and its regions. The emergence of a modern information-based
economy has further magnified the value of a cost-effective national
telecommunications network as an es-sential element in the Canadian
economic infrastructure.
Provincial Interests and Involvement

•

An important feature of telecommunications in Canada is the
current divided responsibility for telecommunications regUlation
between federal and provincial. levels of government. Today, seven
prov~nces - Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, PEI. and Newfoundland - exercise regulatory authority over
the major telephone companies in those provinces, and in the three
Prairie provinces, the government actually owns the provincial
telephone company. Moreover, for historical, economic and
socio-cultural reasons, these provincial governments have long
regarded ownership and/or regulation of their telephone companies as
an important component of regional development.
Building a National Policy

...

Due to the fundamental economic and technological changes
affecting telecommunications, the federal Department of Communications
began a comprehensive review of traditional policy and regulatory
approaches to the industry in 1984. The government's intention to
proceed with this process was confirmed in the Minister of Finance's
Economic Statement of November, 1984. The Department's review was
based on extensive consultation with the telecommunications industry
and users, and included written public comments from 35 interested
groups. The vast majority of these submissions called on the federal
government to establish a national policy for telecommunications in
Canada that would apply across provincial and jurisdictional
boundaries. The revtew also confirmed a growing need, especially from
the business community, for efficient, high-quality, and innovative
telecommunications services as a means of enhancing productivity and
competitiveness within the Canadian economy.
In response to the views and concerns expressed by Canadians, the
federal government em.barked on a number of initiatives, both within
its jurisdiction and in collaboration with provincial and territorial
governments, designed to establish a national legislative and policy
framework for telecommunications in Canada. As part of this effort,
federal, provincial and territorial ministers of O:>mmunications met in
Edmonton in April 1987 and endorsed a set of six principles which are
intended to guide the formulation of government policies and
regulation in the telecommunications industry:

4.-

The future development of the telecommunications industry in
Canada presents uniquely Canadian challenges, and will
require uniquely Canadian answers.
Canadians must continue to have universal access to basic
telephone service at affordable prices.
Policies must maintain the international competitiveness of
the Canadian telecommunications sector and the industries it
serves.
Policies must ensure that all Canadians benefit from the
introduction of new technology.
A Canadian telecommunications policy must reinforce the goal
of fair and. balanced regional development, and respond to
the interests of all concerned governments •

.

Telecommunications policies should be established by
governments and not by regulatory bodies or by the courts •

..

In addition to these general principles, the ministers considered

two agreements which would form important parts oYa national
telecommunications pOlicy for Canada: first, an agreement for sharing
governmental responsibilities in the field of telecommunications that
would facilitate the coordination of government policies and
regulation; and secondly, an agreement on interconnection and.
competition policy that would establish a uniform level of competition
in telecommunications services and equipment throughout Canada.
The ministers agreed to submit the agreements to their respective
Cabinets for ratification and to meet again in the fall of 1987 to
give them final approval.
Government Powers and Objectives
The Government of Canada considers that an efficient national
telecommunications network responsive to the needs of Canadians is
essential to Canada's international competitiveness and to its future
social and. economic development as a nation. Unlike most countries,
Canada already has a well-developed, competitive telecommunications
carrier industry, consisting of three national carriers or carrier
groups : Telecom Canada, a consortium of Canada's major telephone
companies, CNCP Telecommunications and Telesat Canada, which currently
form Canada's national network infrastructure and together provide
Canadians with one of the world's most efficient and technologically'
advanced telecommunications systems.

•

-

'

-sThe government currently utilizes a broad range of legislative,
policy and regulatory instruments to meet its objectives in respect to
the development of telecommunications systems and services in Canad.a.
Pursuant to the Radio Act and the Telegraphs Act, for example, the
Minister of .O::nnmunications possesses considerable powers respecting
the establishment and operation of telecommunications facilities.
Thus, under the Radio Act, the Minister authorized the construction
and operation of cellular telephone systems in-Canada in 1984, setting
forth certain terms and conditions which included provisions relating
to domestic ownership and control. These provisions were put in place
consistent with the government's longstanding view that dpmestic
ownership of Canada's telecommunications infrastructure is essential
to national sovereignty and security.
The "Special Acts" of the major telecommunications carriers,
notably the Bell Canada Reorganization Act (1987), the B.C. Tel Act
and the Telesat Canada Act, also contain statements of the rights and
obligations of these carriers, and outline certain powers of the
government and regulator in respect to these companies. The Teleglobe
Canada Act, which received Royal Assent on March 31, 1987, and the
Telesat Act also contain specific guidelines on the permitted nature
and levels of foreign ownership. Finally, under the Railway Act and
the National Transportation Act, the Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) exercises various regulatory
powers in relation to the operations of national and international
carriers subject to its jurisdiction.
The government has also issued several statements respecting the
development of the telecommunications carriage industry in Canada.
Most recently, in association with the divestiture of Teleglobe
Canada, the Department of Communications issued a statement of
government policy in relation to Canad.a-Overseas telecommunications,
which reiterated its long-standing policy favouring the carriage of
Canadian domestic and international telecommunications traffic on
Canadian facilities and which confirmed Teleglobe's position as the
sole authorized Canadian operator of facilities to provide
Canada-Overseas telecommunications services.
In an earlier statement of policy issued in August 1979 regarding
the appeal of Telecom Decision CRTC 79-11, the then Minister of
Communications, the Honourable David MacDonald, outlined the
government's support for competition in the provision of
telecommunications facilities and services through the interconnection
of existing carrier networks, and also affirmed its support for
alternative domestic carrier networks.
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A series of regulatory actions, taken within-the scope of federal
jurisdiction, have also served to define the government's position
regarding competitors' access to carrier networks for the provision of
telecommunications services and equipment. A progressive
liberalization began in the terminal equipment market in 1980, when
the CRTC first authorized terminal attachment, allowing customers to
own and interconnect telephone sets and other terminal equipment to
the facilities of federally regulated telephone companies. Since that
time, a vigorous competitive market has been established in the
distribution of residential and business terminal equipment, with
annual sales of more than $300 million.
··
In the telecommunications services market, the cRTC has taken a
number of st~ps to facilitate effective competition in the provision
of business-related voice and. data services, beginning with Telecom
Decision CRTC 79-11 in May 1979, which granted CNCP Telecommunications
the right to interconnect its inter-city facilities to the local
telephone network of Bell Canada. This decision was later extended to
include the British Columbia Telephone Company. Arrangements for the
sharing and resale of carrier facilities to provide enhanced and basic
services (but not public long distance telephone) have also,-been
approved through Telecom Decisions CR.TC 87-1 and 87-2 (February 1987).
As a result, in areas under federal jurisdiction, tnere is now
competition in a wide range of telecommunications services and
equipment.

Through this combination of statutory provisions, policy measures
and regulatory actions, the government has made known its support for
maintaining an efficient and innovative telecommunications system for
Canada. Nevertheless, in order to maintain Canada's leading position
in this field, national policies and regulation must permit the
continued modernization of telecommunications market structures and
technology. Judging from the experiences in the United States and
Europe, competition in.the supply of telecommunications services and
equipment helps to sustain a high level of innovation and growth in
the telecommunications industry. To allow for viable competition in
these markets, government policies should:
(a)

create a market environment which allows for open entry and
exit for suppliers of services and equipment; and

(b)

foster an efficient network infrastructure that permits
economic and cost-effective delivery of these products to
end users.

The first of these objectives can only be realized through the
implementation of a nation-wide policy which provides for the
interconnection of services and equipment to the network facilities of
Canadian telecommunications common carriers.
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The second goal, that of maintaining an effective and efficient
network infrastructure, can best be achieved through policies which
acknowledge the role and status of Canada's existing
telecommunications. carriers and which respect the principal economic
characteristics of the telecommunications carriage industry. In the
latter regard, the heavy investment costs and high transmission
capacity of modern telecommunications systems, although essential for
economic development, constitute a significant.expenditure burden for
national economies. In all countries except the United States, this
fact has lead to a concern regarding possible over investment in
telecommunications network capacity and has prompted many·governm.ents
to take steps to ensure that their domestic carrier networks can
operate at maximum efficiency by achieving the greatest possible
economies of scale and scope, consistent with the competitive supply
of services and customer equipment. In view of these international
initiatives, the government considers it appropriate to establish a
framework for policy and legislation which will:
permit the designation and authorization of national and
international facility-based carriers, but limit new entry to
the existing facility-based carriers for the time being;
facilitate the efficient use of the networlt infrastructures of
existing facility-based carriers by ensuring the carriage of
Canadian telecommunications traffic on Canadian network
facilities and by requiring the interconnection of networks
and services on a nation-wide basis for authorized services;
and
provide for corporate ownership arrangements which will ensure
Canadian control of network planning an~ development.
Statement
Accordingly, the Minister of Communications has expressed her
intention to use current powers, and to seek new legislation where
necessary, to implement a comprehensive national policy in respect to
the establishment and operation of telecommunications common carriers
in Canada, consisting of:
the designation of a class of telecommunications carrier
(Type I) that may own and operate interprovincial and
international telecommunications network facilities for the
purpose of providing basic telecommunications services to the
general public;
the authority to establish the general terms and conditions
for the operations of Type I carriers, especially their
obligations to serve and to provide access to their network
facilities for other carriers;
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statutory guidelines requiring effective Canadian ownership
and control of all Type I carriers operating in Canada that
would include provisions prohibiting foreign nationals from
holding more than 20 per cent of their voting shares (with
appropriate arrangements made to exempt any existing Type I
carrier which is currently foreign-owned or controlled);

•

the designation of a class of telecommunications carrier
(Type II) that will be authorized to provide services to the
public utilizing in whole or in part the network tacilities of
Type I carriers; and
the legislative and regulatory measures necessary to ensure
that Type II carriers obtain access to the network facilities
of Type I carriers on just and reasonable terms and conditions
and in a manner which promotes fair and equitable competition
in the provision.of new telecommunications services.
The implementation of these measures is intended to encourage the
rapid growth of innovative and competitive new telecommunications
services that are of interest to the business community and·-' to ensure
that such services are implemented using the netwcu:k facilities of
Canadian Type I carriers. More efficient utiliza~ion of these
facilities by all users will contribute to maintaining the
affordability of local telephone service, which, as in all other
countries, will continue to be provided on a monopoly basis.
Regarding competition in long-distance telephone service, Ministers
responsible for Communications, at their April 2-3 meeting in
Edmonton, decided to refer this matter to federal and provincial
regulatory agencies for further study.
The Minister of Communications proposes to introduce
telecommunications legislation that will give effect to this policy,
following consultations on the legislative proposals with the public,
with industry and user groups and with provincial and territorial
ministers of Communications.

Department of Communications
July 1987

•

•

Highlights of the Telecommunications Policy for Canada
July 22, 1987
The national telecommunications policy framework announced on July 22,
1987 establishes a competitive basis for the future evolution of Canada's
telecommunications system. To allow Canada to take maximum advantage of
emerging opportunities in telecommunications, it:
Distf.Dgu.ishes

two

type of carriers:

Type I carriers own interprovincial and international transmission
facilities (the essential telecommunications infrastructure) and
provide basic services to the public; Type II carriers rent
capacity from Type I carriers and provide value added services to the
public.
Promotes full competition among Type II carriers and effective competition
BIDODg Type I carriers.

•

Full competition between Type II carriers will be a spur to innovators
to seize the opportunities of the information age. The policy
designates the member companies of Telecom Canada, Telesat Canada,
Teleglobe Canada and CNCP Telecommunications as Type I carriers. The
federal government will control entry into this classification ~o
prevent unnecessary duplication of costly facilities and to promote
the effective competition that will best realize the advantages of
scope and scale in a country the size of Canada.
Establishes Canadian ovnership guidelines for Type I carriers.
To harmonize Canadian policy with that of other countries and ensure
our national sovereignty, security and economic, social and cultural
well-being, legislation will soon be tabled. The guidelines of
Canadian control and 80% ownership for Type I carriers are effective
from the time of this announcement. Divestiture of existing foreign
ownership (American ownership in B.C. Telephone and Quebec Telephone
is longstanding) will be not be required.
The Minister is pursuing, with provinicial and industry officials,
further measures to ensure: a) the effective interconnection and
interworking of Type I carrier networks for efficiency and innovation; and
b) that Type II carriers obtain access to Type I carriers' network
facilities on just and reasonable terms and conditions, and in a manner
that promotes fair and equitable competition in the provision of
telecommunications services.

•

The Minister of Communications will use her current powers, and table
new legislation where necessary, to implement the policy framework. The
announcement of this framework follows extensive consultations with the
public, industry and user groups and provincial and territorial
governments.
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COMMUNICATIONS
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JULY 22, 1987

Flora MacDonald Announces Telecommunications Policy For Canada
,·.

01TAWA

Communications Minister Flora MacDonald today took a major step
in shaping the future of Canadian telecommunications by announcing a policy
for telecommUn.ications in Canada. This is the first comprehensive
statement of telecommunications policy by a federal government since the
early 1970s.
~

"Within the larger governmental goals of economic renewal and nationar
reconciliation, this policy has three central objectives, Miss MacDonald
said: "universal access to basic telephone service at affordable pri~es; an
efficient telecommunications network infrastructure; and a "f'iable
competitive marketplace in the supply of telecommunications services and
equipment in all regions."
The policy establishes two classes of telecommmunications carriers,
Type I and Type II, to simplify the regulatory environment and promote
effective competition.
Type I carriers, which own and operate interprovincial and
international network facilities, would include the member companies of
Telecom Canada. as well as CNCP Telecommunications and Teleglobe Canada.
This recognizes their position as national carriers providing net~ork
facilities and services in all parts of Canada, and the obligations upon
them to provide service across Canada.
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Type II carriers are service providers, who use facilities leased from
Type I carriers. They include operators of such services as mobile radio,
resellers of telecommunications and enhanced: service providers.
The government will also introduce legislation to guarantee Canadian
ownership and control of Type I carriers. This will safeguard national
sovereignty, and promote social and economic security. A ceiling of
,20 per cent foreign ownership'in Type I carriers has been established.
This will harmonize Canadian policy with that of countries such as Britain,
Japan and the. United States, and clarify current government practice.
There are no ownership restrictions in the operation of Type II carriers.
Miss MacDonald noted that the policy is consistent with the proposed
agreements negotiated with the provinces on roles and responsibilities and
.interconnection issues. The government intends to ensure the availability
of effective interconnection to the local and inter-city networks of
Canadian carriers for service and equipment suppliers in all regions.
Appropriate legislative and regulatory steps will be taken to realize this
commitment, she said.

..

"The policy will create a positive environment for the development of
industries critical to the prosperity of Canadian businesses and
organizations in the fast-moving age of information," Miss MacDonald said.
"It is the result of extensive study of the issues and consultations with
the public, ·the telecommunications industry, and with the provinces and
territories."
The carrier classification will facilitate the continued and orderly
development of two types of competition in Canadian telecommunica~ions.
Limited competition in the provision of Canada's essential
telecommunications infrastructure will ensure .t;hat network facilities are
operated efficiently, to realize fully the economies of scale and scope .

•
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"Full competition in the provision of services provided by Type II
carriers is designed to promote the innovation needed to take maximum
advantage of the opportunities of the information age," Miss MacDonald
said.
She noted that the policy will create a better investment climate for
the Canadian telecommunications industry, because it increases its
stability in fast-moving times. It will also make clear to investors their
opportunities in the Canadian telecommunications marketplace as Type II
carriers.
"This policy is a major step in bringing Canada into the ranks of the
nations that will fully benefit - both economically and socially - from
the wealth of opportunities resulting from the merger of information and
communications technologies," Miss MacDonald said.
- 30 -
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UN CADRE DE POLITIQUE POUR LES T!L~COMMUNICATIONS AU CANADA

Comme tous les autres pays industrialises, le Canada s'achemine
de plus en plus vers une economie fondee sur l'information. Plusieurs
industries, dependant exte~sivement de l'information, notamment lee
services bancaires et financiers ainsi que les services de
radiodiffusion et lea journaux, comptent toujours davantage sur lea
telecommunications pour leur distribution dans toutes les parties du
pays. Les reseaux de telecommunications deviennent de plus en plus
rapidement !'infrastructure de base de la nouvelle economie de
l'information.
Il est maintenant indispensable d'etablir une politique nationale
precise et consequente qui pourra servir de guide aux developpements
ulterieures des reseaux de telecommunications nationaux et
internationaux du Canada. Compte tenu qes consultations
federales-provinciales-territoriales qui ont recemment eu lieu, ainsi
que d'innombrables etudes et consultations publiques, le gouvernement
du Canada a redige l'enonce de politique suivant concernant le
developpement futur de l'industrie de la distribution des
telecommunications au Canada.
2volution de l'industrie des telecommunications
Jusqu'l la fin des ~nnees 70, lee regimes monopolistiques
dominaient l'industrie des telecommunications dans le monde entier. A
quelques rares exceptions pr~s, l'industrie etait composee d'un
prestataire qui;~detenant le monopole, fournissait toutes les
installations, tous lea services et tous les equipements, l partir
d'installations perfectionnees de transmission et de commutation
constituant la base m@me de leurs reseaux jusqu'au poste telephonique
ordinaire de bureau. Dans ce regime monopolistique, l'entreprise de
telecommunications appartenait invariablement au gouvernement, com.me
c'est le cas encore aujourd'hui dans la plupart des pays d'Europe, du
Japon et de l'Australie, ou appartenait aux investisseurs et etait
reglementee par le gouvernement, com.me en Amerique du Nord. En grande
partie, la reglementation gouvernementale s'est substituee aux forces
du marche et a servi A proteger le public contre lea incidences
nefastes ~~entuelles du pouvoir monopolistique.
Au cours des derni~res annees, un milieu technologique et
economique beaucoup plus complexe a sugi, disputant l'approche
monopolistique traditionnelle relative A la prestation des services de
telecommunications. Cette situation s'explique en partie par des
facteurs technologiques de grande portee, notamment la fusion des
technologies de telecommunications et de l'informatique qui a permis
l'introduction d'une vaste gamme de nouveaux produits, services et
marches. Bien que cette situation ait progresse plus rapidement dans
certains pays que dans d'autres, la transformation consecutive des
syst~mes et des services de telecommunications est devenue un
phenom~ne mondial.
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Des f acteurs economiques decaulant de la demande croissante de
services de telecommunications traditionnels et perfectionnes ont
egalement provoque des changements au Sein de l 1 industrie. La
consommation des services telephoniques classiques a augmente l un
rythme accelere, le nombre d'appels locaux et interurbains etant passe
de 27 milliards en 1980 l 35 milliards en 1985. Parallalement, les
entreprises ont recherch& des services de transmission de donnees
specialises et de haute qualite, comme les services perfectionnes de
courrier electronique. Les coQts de prestation d'un grand nombre de
ces services ont diminue, ce qui a favorise l'arrivee de nouveaux
concurrents sur les marches des telecommunications ainsi que la
creation de services et de produits innovateurs.
Collectivement, ces changements economiques et technologiques ont
contribue l la suppression graduelle des frontiares traditionnelles
entre les marches des telecommunications et sont en voie de
transformer les relations etablies depuis longtemps entre les
entreprises et les institutions. En consequence, un certain nombre de
secteurs distincts se sont dessin6s au sein du marche servi par
l'industrie des telecommunications, chacun d'eux ayant en propre des
caracteristiques economiques distinctives. Cette fragmentation du
marche est de plus en plus fondee sur trois types d'activites des
entreprises de telecommunications:
a)

la fourniture d'equipement de teleconimunications, notamment
de matlriel terminal, comme les centraux prives;

b)~ la prestation de services de telecommunications, y compris
les services inf ormatiques perfectionn6s aussi bien que les
services classiques de telephone et de transmission de
donnees;

•
c)

la fourniture d'installations de reseaux publics, y compris
l'infrastructure technique utilisee pour la transmission et
la distribution des messages de telecommunications. ·

La diversite croissante du marche a r~place le simple mod~le
monopolistique et a donne lieu 1 une reevaluation approf ondie des
approches traditionnelles adoptees par le gouvernement en matiare de
politique et de reglementation. En reponse l ces pressions, un grand
nombre de pays industrialises, notamment les !tats-Unis, la
Grande-Bretagne et le Japan, ont modifie considerablement la.structure
de leur industrie des telecomm.u~ications, en introduisant la
concurrence et la dereglementation dans divers marches et en
privatisant les monopoles d'!tat.

~
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La nature de ces changements a variA d'un pays l l'autre. Ainsi~
les !tats-Unis, qui constituent le plus grand marchA de
t&l&communications au monde, ont choisi d'autoriser la venue d'un
nombre illimit& de concurrents dans le milieu des tAlicommunications
en leur permettant de fournir de fa~on concurrentielle aussi bien des
installations que des services de til&communications. Pour leur part,
des pays comme la Grande-Bretagne et le Japon ont choisi d'intensifier
la concurrence des rEseaux au sein de leurs syst~mes, mais ils ont
limitA le nombre de nouveaux.concurrents afin de permettre
l'&tablissement d'entreprises comp&titives viables l c6tA de
l'entreprise de tAl&communications dominante. Les gouvernements de
plusieurs pays europiens sont en f aveur de la concurrence dans la
prestation des services de tAlAcommunications, mais ils continuent l
appuyer un prestataire qui dAtient le monopole des installations.

Les tAl&communications au Canada
Outre son r6le dans !'Edification de la nation, on reconnatt
depuis un certain nombre d'ann&es, au Canada, !'importance ginirale
que rev@t le systame des communications sur les plans social et
&conomique. C'est pourquoi le gouvernement a toujours eu pour
objectif fondamental, par sa politique et ses raglements, de veiller l
ce qu'il existe dans toutes les r&gions du Canada, une infrastructure
des tAlEcommunications qui soit efficace et compAtitive sur la sc~ne
internationale et suf f isante pour appuyer le dAveloppement &conomique
et social de norfe pays et de sea r&gions. La naissance d'une
&conomie moderne fondle sur l'information a en outre accru la valeur
d'un r&seau national de tAlEcommunications qui soit rentable en tant
que composante essentielle de l'infrastructure Econom.ique canadienne.
Int&r@ts et participation des provinces
Au Canada, une importante particularitA des t&l&communications

d&coule du partage actuel des pouvoirs relatif s l la r&glementation
des t&l&communications entre le gouvernement f &d&ral et les
gouvernements provinciaux. A l'heure actuelle, sept provinces l'Alberta, la Saskatchewan, le Manitoba, le Nouveau-Brunswick, la
Nouvelle-!cosse, l'Ile-du-Prince-!douard et Terre-Neuve - exercent un
pouvoir en matiare de rlglementation sur les plus importantes
compagnies de t&l&phone !tablies sur leur territoire, et dans les
trois provinces des ·Prairies, les compagliies de tAl&phone provinciales
appartiennent de fait au gouvernement. Pour des raisons historiques,
Economiques et socio-culturelles, ces gouvernements provinciaux
considarent depuis longtemps qu 1 11 est important pour leur
d&veloppement r&gional que les com.pagnies de tAl!phone provinciales
leur appartiennent et soient rEglement!es par eux •

•
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!laboration d'une politique nationale
Par suite des changements economiques et technologiques
fondamentaux touchant les telecommunications, le ministare des
Communications federal a commence l reviser, en 1984, l'approcbe
traditionnellement suivie au regard de la politique et de la
reglementation qui regissent l'industrie des tellcommunications.
L'intention de poursuivre ce processus etait confirmee dans l'expose
sur l'economie presentee par·1e ministre des Finances en novembre
1984. Cette revision etait fondee sur une vaste consultation menee
aupras de l'industrie des telecommunications et des usagers, et
comprenait notamment les observations ecrites de 35 groupes
interesses. Dans la plupart des cas, ces groupes demandaient que le
gouvernement federal etablisse une politique nationale des
telecommunications qui s'appliquerait uniformmnent dans toutes les
provinces et sphares de competence. La revision a egalement confirm&
le besoin croissant, en particulier dans le milieu des affaires, de
services de telecommunications innovateurs, efficaces et de qualite
superieure, comme moyen d'ameliorer la productivite et la
competitivite au sein de l'economie canadienne.
En reponse aux opinions et aux inquietudes exprimees par les
Canadiens, le gouvernement federal a pris un certain nombre
d'initiatives, tant dans sa sphAre de competen~e que de concert avec
les gouvernement..§ provinciaux et territoriaux, destinees l etablir un
cadre de legislation et de politique nationales pour les
telecommunications au Canada. A cette fin, les minitres responsables
des telecommunications du gouvernement federal et des gouvernements
provinciaux et territoriaux se sont reunis a Edmonton en avril 1987 et
• ont approuve six principes directeurs qui aideront a formuler les
politiques et les raglements gouvernementaux applicables ! l'industrie
des telecommunications:
-

Le developpement futur de l' industrie des tlHecommunic.ations
au Canada pose des defis typiquement canadiens et necessitera
l'adoption de solutions proprement canadiennes.

-

Les Canadiens doivent continuer d'avoir un accls universel au
service telephonique de base, l des prix abordables.

-

Les politiques doivent assurer le maintien de la competitivite
internationale du secteur canadien des t6lecommunications et
des industries qu'il dessert.

-

Les politiques doivent garantir que tous les Canadiens
profitent de !'introduction des nouvelles technologies.

•

•

, .•

Toute pol.itique canadienne des telecommunications dolt
encourager un developpement regional equitable et equilibre et
repondre aux inter@ts.de tousles gouvernement concernes •

.·

•
'
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Outre ces pricipes generaux, les ministres ont examine la
possibilite de conclure deux ententes qui constitueraient une partie
importante d'une politique nationale des telecommunications pour le
Canada: la premi~re entente porte sur le partage des responsabilites
gouvernementales dans le domaine des telecommunications et elle
faciliterait la coordination de la reglementation et des politiques
gouvernementales; la seconde entente porte sur une politique
concernant l'interconnexion et la concurrence et elle etablirait un
niveau uniforme de concurrence dans les services et le materiel de
telecommunications l l'echelle du Canada. Les ministres ont accept!
de soumettre les ententes l leur Cabinet respectif pour ratification
et de se rencontrer de nouveau l l'automne 1987 pour l'approbation
finale de ces deux ententes.
Pouvoirs et objectifs du gouvernement
Le gouvernement du Canada estime qu'il est essentiel que le pays
dispose d'un reseau national de telecommunications efficace qui
reponde aux besoins des Canadiens s'il veut demeurer competitif sut le
marche international et assurer son futur developpement social et
economique en taut que nation. Contrairement l la plupart des pays,
le Canada poss~de dejl une industrie de distributio~ des
telecommunications f lorissante et competitive qui comprend trois
societes ou groupes de societes exploitantes de telecommunications
nationales, soit Telecom Canada, un consortium des plus importantes
compagnies de telephone du Canada, les Telecommunications CNCP et
Telesat Canada. A l'heure actuelle, ces societes forment
l'infra~tructure du reseau national du Canada et fournissent ensemble
aux Canadiens l'un des syst~mes de telecommunications les plus
efficaces et les plus technologiquement avances au monde.
A l'heure actuelle, le gouvernement utilise toute une serie
d'instruments relatifs l la legislation, aux politiques et l la
reglementation afin d'atteindre ses objectifs en ce qui concerne le
developpement des systaines et des services de telecommunications au
Canada. Par exemple, la Loi sur la radio et la Loi sur les
telegraphes conf~rent au ministre des Communications des pouvoirs
considerables relativement l l'etablissement et l l'exploitation
d'installations de telecommunications. Ainsi, en vertu de la Loi sur
la radio, le ministre a autorise la construction et !'exploitation de
syst~es telephoniques cellulaires au Canada en 1984, etablissant
certaines modalites, notamment des dispositions sur la propriete et le
contr6le canadiens. Ces dispositions ont ete instituees conformement
l !'opinion de longue date du gouvernement, l l'effet que la propriete
canadienne de !'infrastructure des telecommunications au Canada est
essentielle l la souverainete nationale et a la securite.
Les "lois speciales" relatives aux principales entreprises de
telecommunications, notamment la Loi sur la reorganisation de Bell
Canada (1987), la B.C. Tel Act_ et la Loi de la Telesat Canada,
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enoncent, elles aussi, les droits et obligations de ces entreprises et
etablissent certains pouvoirs du gouvernement et de l'organisme de
reglementation l leur egard. La Loi sur Teleglobe Canada, qui a re~u
la sanction royale le 31 mars 1987, et la Loi de la Telesat comportent
egalement des lignes directrices precises sur la nature et le
pourcentage de propriete etrang!re. Enfin, en vertu de la Loi sur les
chemins de fer et de la Loi nationale sur les transports, le Conseil
de la radiodiffusion et des telecommunications canadiennes (CRTC)
exerce divers pouvoirs de reglementation concernant les activites des
entreprises nationales et internationales de telecommunications, sous
reserve de,sa sph~re de competence.
Le gouvernement a en outre publie plusieurs enonces de politique
sur le developpement de l'industrie de la distribution des
telecommunications au Canada. Tout derni~rement, l propos de la
privatisation de Teleglobe Canada, le minist~re des Communications a
publie un enonce de politique gouvernementale portant sur les
telecommunications outre-mer. Dans cet enonce, il confirme la
politique qu'il applique depuis longtemps et qui encourage
l'acheminement du trafic canadien national et international de
telecommunications au moyen d'installations canadiennes, et il
confirme la position de Teleglobe en tant que seul exploitant canadien
autorise d'installations servant l fournir des services de
telecommunications outre-mer.

Dans un enonce de politique publie plus t8t, en ao6t 1979, et
portanr·sur l'appel de la Decision Telecom CRTC 79-11, le ministre des
Communications d'alors, !'honorable David MacDonald, a souligne
l'appui du gouvernement vis-A-vis la concurrence dans la prestation
d'installations et de services de tfijl.ecommunications via
l'interconnexion de reseaux existants d'entreprises de
telecommunications; il a aussi souligne qu'il appuyait d'autres
reseaux canadiens.
Une serie de mesures de reglementation, prises dans les limites
de la competence du gouvernement federal, ont egalement servi l
definir la position du gouvernement concernant l'acc~s des concurrents
aux reseaux des entreprises de telecommunications pour la prestation
des services et du materiel de telecommunications. Une liberalisation
a commence A se faire sentir progressivement sur le marche du materiel
terminal en 1980, lorsque le CRTC a autorise pour la premi~re fois le
raccordement de materiel terminal, permettant aux abonnes d'@tre
proprietaires de postes telephoniques et d'autre materiel terminal et
de les raccorder aux installations des compagnies de telephone
reglementees par le gouvernement federal. Depuis cette date, un
marche concurrentiel vigoureux s'est etabli dans la distribution du
materiel terminal residentiel et commercial, les ventes annuelles
atteignant plus de 300 millions de dollars.

0

•

0
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Dans le march6 des services de t&l&communications, le CRTC a pris
un certain nombre de mesures pour f avoriser une concurrence ef f icace
dans la prestation de services commerciaux tE16phoniques et de
transmission de donn6es. La premiare de ces mesures a EtE la 0€cision
TE16com CRTC 79-11 en mai 1979, qui accordait aux T&lEcommunications
CNCP le droit de raccorder leurs installations interurba~nes au rEseau
t6l&phonique local de Bell Canada. Le champ d'application de cette
d6cision a &t6 Elargi ult6rieurement pour y inclure la Compagnie de
t616phone de la Colombie-Britannique. Des dispositions visant le
partage et la revente d'installations des entreprises de
t616commu~ications af in de f ournir des services am&liorEs et des
services de base (mais non le service interurbain public) ont
Egalement Et& approuv&es dans les D!cisions TEl&com CRTC 87-1 et 87-2
(f6vrier 1987). Cons6quemment, l l'heure actuelle, 11 existe un
rEgime de concurrence pour toute une gamme de services et de mat6riel
de t&l&communications dans lea r&gions qui relivent de la compEtence
du gouvernement fEd&ral.

•

C'est par cette combinaison de dispositions statutaires, de
mesures de politique et de rEglementation que le gouvernement a fait·
savoir qu'il appuyait le maintien au canada d'un syst~e de
t616communications efficace et innovateur. NEanmoins, pour que le
Canada demeure un chef de file dans le domaine, les politiques et
r~glements nationaux doivent permettre la modernisation continuelle
des structures du march& et de la technologie.des t&l&communications.
A en juger d'apr~s l'expErience des atats-Unis et des pays d'Europe,
la con~urrence dans la prestation des services et du mat&riel de
tElEcommunications contribue l maintenir un haut degrE d'innovation et
un taux de croissance &l&v& dans l'industrie des tEl&communications.
Pour permettre une concurrence viable dans ces march&s, lee politiques
du gouvernement devraient:
a)

cr&er un cadre de march& qui permette l'entr&e de nouveaux
concurrents ainsi que des d&bouch&s pour les f ournisseurs de
services et de matEriel; et

b)

favoriser une infrastructure de r&seaux ef ficace qui permette
'une livraison &conomique et rentable de ces produits aux
utilisate.urs finaux.

Le premier de ces objectif s ne peut @tre atteint que par la mise
en oeuvre d'une politique pan-canadienne qui permette l'interconnexion
des services et du mat&riel aux_ installations de r&seaux des
entreprises canadiennes de t&lEcommunications.
La meilleure fa~on d'atteindre le deuxi~me objectif, soit de
maintenir une infrastructure de rEseaux efficace et efficiente, est
par l'entremise de politiques qui reconnaissent le r6le et le statut

----------------------------------------------·
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des entreprises existantes de telecommunications au Canada et qui
respectent les principales caract6ristiques 6conomiques de l'industrie
, de la distribution des t6lecommunications. Dans ce deuxiame cas, les
cones il6ves d'investissement et la grande capacite de transmission
des systames modernes de t616communications, bien qu'ils soient
essentiels au developpement 6conomique, reprisentent un fardeau
consid6rable pour 1'6conomie du pays. Tous les pays, sauf les
Etats-Unis, craignent par consequent un sur-investissement dans la
capacit€ des r6seaux de tilecommunications, et de nombreux
gouvernements ont 6t6 incitis l prendre des mesures pour que les
r6seaux des entreprises nationales de t€16commun1cations soient le
plus efficace possible tout en r6alisant le plus d'iconomies d'6cbelle
et de diversification possibles dans le contexte de la fourniture des
services et du mat6r1el en r6gime concurrentiel. Compte tenu de ces
initiatives internationales, le gouvernement est d'avis qu'il convient
d'6tablir un cadre de politique et de 16gislation qui:
permette de reconnattre et d'autoriser des entreprises
nationales et internationales exploitant des installations de
t616communications, mais limiters pour le moment l'entr6e de
nouveaux participants aux entreprises existantes exploitant
des installations;
favorise !'utilisation efficace des infrastructures de riseaux
des entreprises existantes exploitant des installations de
t616com.nl~nications, en assurant l'acbeminement du trafic
~canadien de telicommunications au moyen des installations
canadiennes et en exigeant l'interconnexion des reseaux et des
services a l'icbelle nationale pour la prestation des services
autoris6s; et
comprenne des dispositions relatives l la propri6t6 des
entreprises afin d'assurer que la planification et le
diveloppement des reseaux soient contr816s par des inter@ts
canadiens.
D6claration
En cons!quence, la ministre des Communications a exprime son
intention d 1 utiliser les pouvoirs actuels, et de voir l 1'6laboration
d'une nouvelle loi au besoin, pour 6tablir un cadre de politique
nationale qui regisse 1'6tablissement et les activ1t6s d'entreprises
de telecommunications au Canada, politique composee des elements
suivants:

•
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identification d'une'classe d'entreprises de
t&lAcommunications (type I) qui peuvent @tre les propriitaires
et les exploitants d'installations interprovinciales et
internationales de rAseaux de t&l&communications af in de
f ournir des services de tElecommunications de base au grand
public;
autorite d'elabo~er les modalites relatives au fonctionnement
des entreprises de t&lecommunications du type I, en
particulier leurs obligations de f ournir les services et
l'~cc~s l leurs installations de rEseaux aux autres
entreprises de t61Acommun1cations.
lignes directrices statutaires exigeant une propriete et un
contr51e canadiens ef ficaces de toutes les entreprises de
tElAcommunications du type I meuant des activitAs au canada.
Ces lignes directrices comprendraient des dispositions
interdisant aux inter@ts Etrangers de d&tenir plus de
20 p. 100 des actions avec droit de vote dans les entreprises
du type I. (les arrangements necessaires Atant pris pour
exempter toute entreprise existante du type I qui appartient
actuellement l des inter@ts &trangers ou est contr51Ae par des
inter@ts etrangers);
identification d'une classe d'entreprises de
telEcomiiiunications (type II) qui sera autoris&e A fournir des
~services au public en utilisant en totalite ou en partie les
installations de reseaux des ~ntreprises du type I; et
-

mesures lAgislatives et de reglementation nAcessaires A
garantir que les entreprises de telecommunications du type 2 ·
ont acc~s aux installations de reseaux des entreprises du type
I suivant des modalites justes et raisonnables et d'une
mani~re qui favorise une concurrence juste et equitab~e dans
la prestation des nouveaux services de tEl!communications.

L'im~lantation de ces mesures a pour but d'encourager la
croissance rapide des nouveaux services de telecommunications de
nature innovatrice et concurrentielle intAressant le monde des ·
affaires et d'assurer que de tels services utilisent les installations
de reseaux cauadiens" du type I. Une utilisation plus ef ficace de ces
r&seaux par tous les utilisateurs contribuera de maintenir l un prix
abordable, l'acc~s au service de tAlAphone local qui est fourni comme
dans taus les autres pays par le truchement de monopoles. En ce qui l
trait, l la concurrence des appels tAlAphoniques interurbains, les
ministres responsables des Communications se sont dAcides ·1ors de leur
reunion A Edmonton les 2 et 3 avril dernier de ref&rer cette question
aux agences de reglementations f ed&rale et provinciales pour Atude
plus approfondie.

•
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La ministre des Communications propose done d'introduire une loi
sur les t!lecommunications qui permettra la mise en application de
cette politique, apr~s consultation sur les propositions lAgislatives
avec le public, l'industrie et les groupes d'utilisateurs, ainsi
qu'avec les ministres provinciaux et territoriaux responsables des
communications.

Minist~re des communications
Juillet 1987

..

.'
f

.

•

Points importants de la politigue nationale des telecommunications
22 juillet 1987
La politique nationale des telecommunications, dont l'annonce a ete
faite le 22 juillet 1987, etablit un cadre de concurrence qui regira
l'evolution du systeme de telecommunications du Canada. Afin de permettre
au Canada de tirer le plus d'avantages des debouches ainsi crees dans le
domaine des telecommunications, la politique
Classe les entreprises de telecommunications en deux types :
Les entreprises de type I sont proprietaires des installations de
transmission interprovinciales et internationales {soit !'infrastructure essentielle) et offrent des services de base au public; les
entreprises de type II louent les installations des entreprises de
type I et offrent au public des services a valeur ajoutee.
Favorise la libre concurrence entre les entreprises de type II et prevoit
une concurrence efficace entre les entreprises de type I :
La libre concurrence entre les entreprises de type II inciters les
innovateurs a profiter des debouches de l'ere de l'information. En
vertu de la politique, les entreprises de type I sont celles qui font
partie de Telecom Canada, ainsi que Telesat Canada, Teleglobe Canada
et les Telecommunications CNCP. Le gouvernement federal regira le
classement des entreprises dans cette derniere categorie afin d'eviter
le dedoublement d'installations onereuses et de promouvoir une
concurrence eff icace qui permettra a un pays de. la taille du Canada de
realiser de la m~illeure f a~on possible les economies de gamme et les
economies d'echelle qui s'offrent a lui.
•'

Etablit des lignes directrices concernant la participation canadienne daus
les entreprises de telecommunications de type I :
Afin d'harmoniser la politique canadienne avec celles d'autres pays et
d'assurer notre souverainete, notre securite et notre bien-etre
economique, social et culturel sur le plan national, une nouvelle loi
sera bientot deposee. Les lignes directrices concernant le controle
des entreprises de telecommunications de type I par des Canadiens et
la participation a 80 p. 100 entreront en vigueur au moment mime de la
presente ~once. Les actionnaires etrangers ne seront pas tenus de
se departir de leurs interets {certaines parts de B.C. Telephone et de
Quebec Telephone appartiennent depuis longtemps a des actionnaires
americains).

•

De concert avec les provinces et l'industrie, la Ministre envisage de
prendre d'autres mesures afin: a) d'assurer l'interconnexion et
l'interfonctionnement efficaces des reseaux des entreprises de type I pour
les rendre plus efficaces et innovatrices; et b) d'assurer l'acces des
entreprises de type II aux installations des entreprises de type I a des
conditions justes et raisonnables et .d'une maniere qui favorise une
concurrence equitable en matiere de prestation de services de
telecommunications.
La Ministre fera appel a ses pouvoirs et, le cas echeant, deposers de
nouvelles dispositions legislatives pour assurer la mise en oeuvre de la
politique. L'annonce de cette politique fait suite a de longues
consultations menees aupres du public, de l'industrie, des groupes
d'utilisateurs et des gouvernements provinciaux et territoriaux.

COMMUNICATIONS
LE 22 JUILLET 1987

DIFFUSION IMMEDIATE

Flora MacDonald annonce une politique des telecommunications pour le Canada
01TAWA -- La ministre des Communications, wne Flora MacDonald, a
annonce aujourd ''hui une mesure qui aura d' importantes repercussions sur
l'avenir des telecommunications canadiennes, soit une politique sur les
telecommunications au Canada. Il s'agit du premier enonce de politique
global elabore dans ce domaine par un gouvernement federal depuis le debut
des annees 70.
"Cette politique s 1 inscrit dans le cadre des grands objectifs
gouvernementaux en matiere de renouveau economique et de reconciliation
nationale, de dire wne MacDonald. Elle est axee sur trois objectifs
principaux: l'universalite de l'acces a un service telephonique de base
qui soit d'un prix abordable, l'efficacite de l'infrastructure du reseau de
telecommunications, e~_ la creation d'un marche concurrentiel viable dans le
secteur des services et du materiel de telecommunications dans toutes les
regions."

.·

Afin de simplifier la reglementation et d'encourager une saine
concurrence, la politique distingue deux classes d'entreprises de
telecommunications.
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Les societes membres de Telecom Canada, ainsi que les
Telecommunications CNCP et Teleglobe Canada, feraient partie des
entreprises de ~elecommunications de type I, qui possedent et exploitent
des installations de reseau international et interprovincial. Cette
designation reconnait la position de ces societes en tant qu'entreprises
nationales fournissant des installations de reseau et des services dans
toutes les regions du Canada, de meme que leur obligation de desservir tout
le pays.
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2 Les entreprises de type II sont les fournisseurs de services, qui
louent des installations des entreprises de type I. On englobe dans cette
categorie des services comme la radio-mobile, les revendeurs de
telecommunications et les fournisseurs de services ameliores.

•

Par ailleurs, le gouvernement deposera des dispositions legislatives
qui viseront a garantir la participation et le controle canadiens des
entreprises de type I. On protegera ainsi la souverainete nationale tout
en encourageant la stabilite economique et sociale. Un plafond de
20 p. 100 a la participation etrangere aux entreprises de type I a ete
fixe. Cette mesure permettra d'harmoniser la politique canadienne avec
celles d'autres pays comme la Grande-Bretagne, le Japon et les Etats-Unis,
et eclaircira la pratique actuelle du gouvernement a ce chapitre. Il n'y
aura aucune restriction en matiere de participation pour les entreprises de
type II.
wne MacDonald a note que cette politique est conforme aux projets
d'accords negocies avec les provinces au sujet des roles et des
responsabilites et de l'interconnexion. Le gouvernement a l'intention de
veiller a ce que, dans toutes les regions, les fournisseurs de services et
de materiel puissent ef f icacement connecter leur materiel aux installations
des reseaux locaux et·1nterurbains des entreprises de telecommunications
canadiennes. ~Des mesures adequates, sous forme de lois et de reglements,
seront adoptees afin de tenir cet engagement, a ajoute la Ministre.
"Cette politique creera un milieu favorable a la croissance
d'industries essentielles a la prosperite des entreprises et des organismes
canadiens, en cette ere de !'information caracterisee par la rapidite de
!'evolution, a declare wne MacDonald. Elle a ete elaboree apres une·
etude approfondie de la situation et a la suite de consultations elargies
aupres de la po,pulation, de l'industrie des telecommunications, des
provinces et de~ territoires."
La classification des entreprises en deux types facilitera le
developpement continu et ordonne de deux genres de concurrence dans le
secteur canadien des telecommunications. Au niveau de l'infrastructure
vitale des telecommunications canadiennes, une concurrence limitee
garantira l'exploitation efficace des installations de reseau et permettra
de realiser pleinement les economies de gamme et d'echelle qui s'offrent •

•
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"La libre concurrence au niveau des services offerts par les
entreprises de type II vise a encourager !'innovation indispensable a
l'exploitation optimale des occasions que crie l'ere de !'information",
d'ajouter !fD8 MacDonald.
La Ministre a fait remarquer que cette politique assainira le climat
dans lequel evolue l'industrie des telecommunications canadiennes, car elle
lui donnera de la stabilite a une ~poque OU le progres est particulierement
rapide. La politique indiquera aussi clairement au:x. investisseurs
etrangers la place qui leur est of ferte sur le marche des
telecommunications au Canada, i titre d'entreprises de type II.
"L'annonce de cette politique constitue une etape importante qui
permettra au Canada de joindre les rangs des pays qui profiteront, sur les
plans economique et social, de toute la gamme des debouches qui resulteront
de !'integration des technologies de !'information et des communications",
a declare !fD9 MacDonald.
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